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We are hoping to resume our monthly meetings on the 2nd Saturday of the month after the KSU 

Football season.  Check for updates at flinthillsteaparty.com.  We are now posting news items, 

events and these newsletters — both recent and archived issues — at our newly updated website. 
Weekly meetings are held at McAlister’s, 5:30-10pm, Wed. evenings.  They are come and go, at your 
convenience. Bring your concerns for discussion.  Your concerns are important – they are why we 

exist.  In this publication what is in green is me, other colors are just for getting attention.  Changes 
in font are for letting you know it is a new subject or person speaking.  Help me include YOU!! 
We must continue working, paying attention, informing & most of all PRAYING!!  With the help of the LORD 
we will prevail!!  The USA is too important to the world for us, yes us, you and me and all our friends and 
family, to let it be destroyed – Take a deep breath, PRAY, Forge ahead, we will succeed!!!  I truly believe GOD 
is with us.  With GOD’s help we won’t fail.  Be informed, work for the good of the USA. 

Hillary’s America by Dinesh D’Souza — Now available as a DVD!! 
Hillary's America, the latest film from the creators of America: Imagine The World Without Her takes audiences on a 

gripping journey into the secret history of the Democratic Party and the contentious rise of presidential candidate 
Hillary Clinton.  

In Hillary's America, New York Times #1 best-selling author and celebrated filmmaker Dinesh D'Souza reveals the 
sordid truth about Hillary and the secret history of the Democratic Party. This eye-opening film sheds light on the 
Democrats' transition from pro-slavery to pro-enslavement; how Hillary Clinton's political mentor was, literally, a 
cold-blooded gangster; and how the Clintons and other Democrats see foreign policy not in terms of national 
interest, but in terms of personal profit.  
Hillary's America uncovers how their plan is to simply steal America.   

Hillary Clinton does not want you to see this film. 

Hillary’s America, the latest film from the creators of America: Imagine The World Without Her takes audiences on a gripping 

journey into the secret history of the Democratic Party and the contentious rise of presidential candidate Hillary Clinton. 

In Hillary’s America, New York Times #1 best-selling author and celebrated filmmaker Dinesh D’Souza reveals the sordid 

truth about Hillary and the secret history of the Democratic Party. This eye-opening film sheds light on the Democrats’ 

transition from pro-slavery to pro-enslavement; how Hillary Clinton’s political mentor was, literally, a cold-blooded gangster; 

and how the Clintons and other Democrats see foreign policy not in terms of national interest, but in terms of personal profit. 

Hillary’s America uncovers how their plan is to simply steal America.  

                 MOST CORRUPT PERSON TO EVER RUN FOR PRESIDENT!!!  

                                                                                                                    Right on, you got itRight on, you got itRight on, you got itRight on, you got it — HILLARY CLINTON!      
HILLARY DECLARED:  I don’t always get called Extremely Careless, and proved to be a LIAR by the Director of 

the FBI.  But when I am, The President declares me the most qualified candidate ever.  

 Does that Does that Does that Does that tell you something about, not only Hillary, but about President Obama??tell you something about, not only Hillary, but about President Obama??tell you something about, not only Hillary, but about President Obama??tell you something about, not only Hillary, but about President Obama??    

He says it better than anyone… a Retired Navy Captain called the Colonel and verified that he wrote it. 
Subject:  TO THE NFL COMMISSIONER  
Commissioner, 

I've been a season pass holder at Yankee Stadium, Yale Bowl and Giants Stadium. 
I missed the '90-'91 season because I was with a battalion of Marines in Desert Storm.  14 of my wonderful Marines returned 

home with the American Flag draped across their lifeless bodies.  My last conversation with one of them, Sgt Garrett 
Mongrella, was about how our Giants were going to the Super Bowl.  He never got to see it. 

Many friends, Marines, and Special Forces Soldiers who worked with or for me through the years returned home with the 
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American Flag draped over their coffins. 
Now I watch multi-millionaire athletes who never did anything in their lives but play a game, disrespect what brave 

Americans fought and died for.  They are essentially spitting in the faces and on the graves of real men, men who have actually 
done something for this country beside playing with a ball and believing they're something special! They're not! My Marines 
and Soldiers were!  

You are complicit in this! 
You fine players for large and small infractions but you lack the moral courage and respect for our nation and the fallen to put 

an immediate stop to this.  Yes, I know, it's their 1st Amendment right to behave in such a despicable manner.  What would 
happen if they came out and disrespected you or the refs publicly? 

I observed a player getting a personal foul for twerking in the end zone after scoring.  I guess that's much worse than 
disrespecting the flag and our National Anthem.  Hmmmmm, isn't it his 1st Amendment right to express himself like an idiot in 
the end zone? 

Why is taunting not allowed yet taunting America is OK?  You fine players for wearing 9-11 commemorative shoes yet you 
allow scum on the sidelines to sit, kneel or pump their pathetic fist in the air.  They are so deprived with their multi-million 
dollar contracts for playing a freaking game!  You condone it all by your refusal to act.  You're just as bad and disgusting as 
they are.  I hope Americans boycott any sponsor who supports that rabble you call the NFL.  I hope they turn off the TV when 
any team that allowed this disrespect to occur, without consequence, on the sidelines.  I applaud those who have not. 

Legends and heroes do NOT wear shoulder pads.  They wear body armor and carry rifles.  They make minimum wage and 
spend months and years away from their families.  They don't do it for an hour on Sunday.  They do it 24/7 often with lead, not 
footballs, coming in their direction.  They watch their brothers carted off in pieces, not on a gurney to get their knee iced.  They 
don't even have ice!  Many don't have legs or arms. 

Some wear blue and risk their lives daily on the streets of America.  They wear fire helmets and go upstairs into the fire 
rather than down to safety.  On 9-11, hundreds vanished.  They are the heroes. 

I hope that your high paid protesting pretty boys and you look in that mirror when you shave tomorrow and see what you 
really are, legends in your own minds.  You need to hit the road and take those worms with you! 

Time to change the channel. 
 

Col Jeffrey A Powers USMC (Ret) 

A friend who retired as an officer in the Air Force added the following.   
PS Patriots:  I made a call to Col Jeffery Powers.   He's for real in Vista, CA and did write the wonderful letter. 

Read this carefully and think about it long and hard. Read this carefully and think about it long and hard. Read this carefully and think about it long and hard. Read this carefully and think about it long and hard.     If you If you If you If you want our Country to go back to what it used to be want our Country to go back to what it used to be want our Country to go back to what it used to be want our Country to go back to what it used to be 
GET OFF YOUR DUFF AND GO VOTE!!!  Then PRAY and PRAY and PRAY!!GET OFF YOUR DUFF AND GO VOTE!!!  Then PRAY and PRAY and PRAY!!GET OFF YOUR DUFF AND GO VOTE!!!  Then PRAY and PRAY and PRAY!!GET OFF YOUR DUFF AND GO VOTE!!!  Then PRAY and PRAY and PRAY!!        GOD must be with us before GOD must be with us before GOD must be with us before GOD must be with us before 
we can be successful in returning the USA to the greatness it once hadwe can be successful in returning the USA to the greatness it once hadwe can be successful in returning the USA to the greatness it once hadwe can be successful in returning the USA to the greatness it once had    & better& better& better& better.  .  .  .      

There are six scary little words for all voters who backed losing candidates in the Republican primaries and who are 

threatening to sit out the November election because they don't like Donald Trump. Those six words:  Supreme Court Justice 

Barack Hussein Obama. 

The choice in November is clear - it will be either Donald Trump or Hillary Clinton!  A non-vote is the same as a vote for 

Hillary Clinton.  If Hillary Clinton, arguably the most dishonest and corrupt person ever to run for President of the United 

States, wins, there is no doubt that as President Hillary Clinton will name President Obama to the Supreme Court for several 

very good reasons: he has covered her backside, no easy task that in itself, in the email server scandals and now wants 

payback. 

He claims credentials as a Constitutional lawyer; he is buying a mansion in Washington D.C. and has made no secret of his 

desire to stay in the capitol; and he could complete his "fundamental transformation" of our Republic during a lifetime on the 

Supreme Court.  If that's not enough to scare everyone into voting, I don't know what will. 

Even if you dislike The Donald, grit your teeth and vote for him; the alternative is simply too devastating and 

unimaginable!  Don’t take the chance Don’t take the chance Don’t take the chance Don’t take the chance ––––    go vote go vote go vote go vote for Donald for Donald for Donald for Donald and PRAY!!!and PRAY!!!and PRAY!!!and PRAY!!!    

Hillary Clinton is being billed as the "most experienced" candidate running for President.  But, most 
experienced in what?  Lying?  Check.  Committing crimes?  Check.  Causing Americans to die unnecessarily?  
Check again. 

Think again, Hillary Clinton is definitely very experienced, in all the wrong things. 

But Hillary doesn't seem to want to talk about the things she's actually experienced in. She tries to laugh off 
her email server scandal.  She of course will never discuss the dozens of mysterious deaths associated with her 
and her husband, and when asked about the four Americans who were killed in Benghazi, Hillary asks "What 
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difference does it make?"  For a woman who likes to talk so much, she has very little to say about one of the 
biggest issues voters are concerned about in regards to her "experience".  Her greatest experience is giving 
classified info to the whole world!!  It is what she does best!! 

October 8, 2016 
 

Dear Friend,    
 

The U.S. Chamber and three other billionaire-funded Super PACs spent more than $2 million to defeat me, so I would no 
longer speak out against their big government, massive spending agenda.  

This week the U.S. Chamber of Commerce endorsed another big spending liberal for Congress. Democrat Scott Peters in 
California voted against repealing ObamaCare.  Peters voted against the Keystone pipeline. Peters voted with the labor unions.  
And Peters voted against repealing the Death Tax. 

And who is liberal Scott Peters running against?  A conservative, pro-life, Republican woman who also happens to be a 
minority.  

It is just another example of how the Establishment in Washington hates conservatives.  Just a few weeks ago, these same 
DC Insiders spent heavily to defeat another conservative woman in Florida.  In fact, they spent tens of millions across American 
this year to defeat conservative candidates — money that could have been spent to help young, exciting conservatives like 
Denise Gitsham defeat liberal Scott Peters. 

Worse really, it is another example of what deep pocketed Special Interests like the U.S. Chamber will do to protect the 

status quo where Washington gets richer and average Americans pay for it. 
How confident am I that the Chamber wants to keep pushing for bigger government 
The Chamber's top political staffer told me he would prefer working with Hillary Clinton in the White House next 

year.  That's right, the Chamber is more interested in working with Hillary Clinton than in working with conservatives 
like me.  

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce really should be called the Washington Chamber of Insiders. 
Friends, I will keep fighting back against the Washington Chamber's reckless liberal agenda in Congress. And I 

will never stop working to expose those who want Washington to get bigger on the backs of average Americans. 
 

Yours in Liberty,  
Tim Huelskamp  

Thank GOD for people like Tim Huelskamp!!  Kansas won’t be the same without him working for us!! 

TO TO TO TO INCREASE YOUR ODDS INCREASE YOUR ODDS INCREASE YOUR ODDS INCREASE YOUR ODDS OF DYING OF DYING OF DYING OF DYING FROM TERRORISM…FROM TERRORISM…FROM TERRORISM…FROM TERRORISM…    
VOTE HILLARY CLINTON!!!VOTE HILLARY CLINTON!!!VOTE HILLARY CLINTON!!!VOTE HILLARY CLINTON!!!    

What I See Happening In a Trump Presidency      By Bill Bennett 

 They will kill him before they let him be president.  It could be a Republican or a Democrat that 

instigates the shutting up of Trump. 

 Don’t be surprised if Trump has an accident.  Some people are getting very nervous:  Barack Obama, 

Valerie Jarrett, Eric Holder, Hillary Clinton and Jon Corzine, to name just a few.  

 It's about the unholy dynamics between big government, big business, and big media.  They all benefit 

by the billions of dollars from this partnership, and it's in all of their interests to protect one another. It's 

one for all and all for one.  It’s a heck of a filthy relationship that makes everyone filthy rich, everyone 

except the American people.  We get ripped off.  We’re the patsies.  But for once, the powerful socialist 

cabal and the corrupt crony capitalists are scared.  The over-the-top reaction to Trump by politicians of 

both parties, the media, and the biggest corporations of America has been so swift and insanely angry that 

it suggests they are all threatened and frightened.  

 Donald Trump can self-fund.  No matter how much they say to the contrary, the media, business, and 

political elites understand that Trump is no joke.  He could actually win and upset their nice cozy apple 

cart.  

 It's no coincidence that everyone has gotten together to destroy The Donald.  It's because most of the 
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other politicians are part of a good ol’ boys club.  They talk big, but they won’t change a thing.  They are all 

beholden to big-money donors.  They are all owned by lobbyists, unions, lawyers, gigantic environmental 

organizations, and multinational corporations – like Big Pharmacy or Big Oil.  Or they are owned lock, 

stock, and barrel by foreigners, like George Soros owns Obama or foreign governments own Hillary and 

their Clinton Foundation donations.  

 These run-of-the-mill establishment politicians are all puppets owned by big money.  But there's one 

man who isn't beholden to anyone.  There's one man who doesn't need foreigners, or foreign 

governments, or George Soros, or the United Auto Workers, or the teacher's union, or the Service 

Employees International Union, or the Bar Association to fund his campaign. 

 Billionaire tycoon and maverick Donald Trump doesn’t need anyone’s help.  That means he doesn’t care 

what the media says.  He doesn’t care what the corporate elites think.  That makes him very dangerous to 

the entrenched interests.  That makes Trump a huge threat to those people.  Trump can ruin everything 

for the bribed politicians and their spoiled slave masters.  

 Don’t you ever wonder why the GOP has never tried to impeach Obama?  Don’t you wonder why John 

Boehner and Mitch McConnell talk a big game, but never actually try to stop Obama?  Don’t you wonder 

why Congress holds the purse strings, yet has never tried to de-fund ObamaCare or Obama’s clearly illegal 

executive action on amnesty for illegal aliens?  Bizarre, right?  It defies logic, right?  

 First, I'd guess many key Republicans are being bribed.  Secondly, I believe many key Republicans are 

being blackmailed.  Whether they are having affairs, or secretly gay, or stealing taxpayer money, the 

National Security Agency knows everything.  

 Ask former House Speaker Dennis Hastert about that.  The government even knew he was withdrawing 

large sums of his own money from his own bank account.  The NSA, the SEC, the IRS, and all the other 

three-letter government agencies are watching every Republican political leader.  They surveil everything.  

Thirdly, many Republicans are petrified of being called racists, so they are scared to ever criticize Obama 

or call out his crimes, let alone demand his impeachment.  Fourth , why rock the boat?  After defeat or 

retirement, if you’re a good old boy, you’ve got a $5 million-per-year lobbying job waiting.  The big-money 

interests have the system gamed.  Win or lose, they win.  

 But Trump doesn’t play by any of these rules.  Trump breaks up this nice, cozy relationship between big 

government, big media, and big business.  All the rules are out the window if Trump wins the Presidency.  

The other politicians will protect Obama and his aides but not Trump.  Remember: Trump is the guy who 

publicly questioned Obama's birth certificate.  He questioned Obama's college records and how a 

mediocre student got into an Ivy League university.  Now, he's doing something no Republican has the 

chutzpah to do.  He's questioning our relationship with Mexico; he's questioning why the border is wide 

open; he's questioning why no wall has been built across the border; he's questioning if allowing millions 

of illegal aliens into America is in our best interests; he's questioning why so many illegal aliens commit 

violent crimes, yet are not deported; and he's questioning why our trade deals with Mexico, Russia and 

China are so bad.  

 Trump has the audacity to ask out loud why American workers always get the short end of the stick.  

Good question!  I'm certain Trump will question what happened to the almost billion dollars given in a 

rigged no-bid contract to college friends of Michelle Obama at foreign companies to build the defective 

ObamaCare website.  By the way, that tab is now up to $5 billion.  Trump will ask if ObamaCare's architects 

can be charged with fraud for selling it by lying.  Trump will investigate Obama's widespread IRS 

conspiracy, not to mention Obama's college records.  Trump will prosecute Clinton and Obama for fraud 

committed to cover up Benghazi before the election.  How about the fraud committed by employees of 
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the Labor Department when they made up dramatic job numbers in the last jobs report before the 2012 

election?  

 Obama, the multinational corporations and the media need to stop Trump.  They recognize this could 

get out of control.  If left unchecked, telling the raw truth and asking questions everyone else is afraid to 

ask, Trump could wake a sleeping giant.  Trump's election would be a nightmare.  Obama has committed 

many crimes.  No one else but Trump would dare to prosecute.  He will not hesitate.  Once Trump gets in 

and gets a look at the cooked books and Obama's records, the game is over.  The goose is cooked.  Holder 

could wind up in prison.  Jarrett could wind up in prison.  Obama bundler Corzine could wind up in prison 

for losing $1.5 billion of customer money.  Hillary Clinton could wind up in jail for deleting 32,000 emails or 

for accepting bribes from foreign governments while Secretary of State, or for misplacing $6 billion as the 

head of the State Department, or for lying about Benghazi.  The entire upper level management of the IRS 

could wind up in prison.  

 ObamaCare will be de-funded and dismantled.  Obama himself could wind up ruined, his legacy in 

tatters.  Trump will investigate.  Trump will prosecute.  Trump will go after everyone involved.  That’s why 

the dogs of hell have been unleashed on Donald Trump.  

 Yes, it's become open season on Donald Trump.  The left and the right are determined to attack his 

policies, harm his businesses, and, if possible, even keep him out of the coming debates.  But they can't 

silence him.  And they sure can't intimidate him.  The more they try, the more the public will realize that 

he's the one telling the truth. 

 Please don't delay in forwarding to your fellow Americans...  

“I will get the NRA shut down for good if I became president.  If we can ban handguns we will “I will get the NRA shut down for good if I became president.  If we can ban handguns we will “I will get the NRA shut down for good if I became president.  If we can ban handguns we will “I will get the NRA shut down for good if I became president.  If we can ban handguns we will 
do it.” do it.” do it.” do it.” ------------    Hillary Clinton, in interview with the Des Moines Register on August 8, 2015Hillary Clinton, in interview with the Des Moines Register on August 8, 2015Hillary Clinton, in interview with the Des Moines Register on August 8, 2015Hillary Clinton, in interview with the Des Moines Register on August 8, 2015    

One Minister’s view of Donald Trump 
"I've heard too many say lately that we, the American people have no choice in this November election! 

 

Do you really think that God would leave us with no choice! Come on people!  Where's your faith!!  He 
has heard our cries!  He has heard our Prayers!!!He has heard our Prayers!!!He has heard our Prayers!!!He has heard our Prayers!!!        Keep the Faith Keep the Faith Keep the Faith Keep the Faith ––––    Don’t give up Don’t give up Don’t give up Don’t give up NOW!!!NOW!!!NOW!!!NOW!!!     
In defense of Donald Trump, try to keep this in mind… 

• Donald Trump did not steal your money. 
• Donald Trump did not raise your taxes. 
• Donald Trump did not quadruple the price of food. 
• Trump is not starting a race war. 
• Trump did not leave any US soldiers in Benghazi to be slaughtered and desecrated by Muslims. 
• Trump did not send the US Navy to fight for Syrian Al-Qaeda. 
• Trump did not arm ISIS and systematically exterminate Christians throughout the Middle East. 
• Trump did not betray Israel. 
• Trump did not provide financing and technology to Iran's nuclear weapons program. 
• Trump did not give our military secrets to China. 
• Trump did not remove our nuclear missile shield in Poland at the behest of Russia. 
• Trump did not shrivel our military, and betray our veterans. Trump did not cripple our economy. 
• Trump did not increase our debt to 20 trillion dollars. 
• Trump did not ruin our credit, twice. 
• Trump did not double African American unemployment. 
• Trump did not increase welfare to a record level for eight years. 
• Trump did not sign a law making it legal to execute, and imprison Americans. 
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• Trump did not set free terrorists in Guantanamo bay. 
• Trump did not steal your rights, violate US Constitutional law, or commit treason, hundreds of times. 

 

Yet Trump is being ripped apart in the news, nonstop. Barrack Hussein Obama, Hillary Clinton and the 
criminals occupying our government, are not. The media is a main part of the Democratic Party.  The 
Media slants everything the way The Democrats want it!!  The media does NOT report the news – they 
report what they are told to!!! TTTThe media reports he media reports he media reports he media reports what the Democratic party wants reported and haswhat the Democratic party wants reported and haswhat the Democratic party wants reported and haswhat the Democratic party wants reported and has    
NOTHING to do with TRUTH!NOTHING to do with TRUTH!NOTHING to do with TRUTH!NOTHING to do with TRUTH!    
 

Save our culture.  Stop listening to them!!  Please copy/paste and share! 

Thanks, Bro. Valton Douglas. 
 

I say again... Trump cannot screw up bad enough to cause half the damage to our country that 
Hillary Clinton intends to do... or that Barack Obama has already done!! --- Hillary will be striving to finish 

the USA during her own term in office!!  Hillary will be OBAMA'S THIRD TERM!!! 

"In God We Trust!!"  We must do all we can to help GOD help us!!  Be sure you VOTE!  
GOD Will Bless America!!  If you can’t or won’t vote to help save the USA, why should GOD 
do all the work??  Citizens must do their part to help GOD — VOTE & PRAY!!! 

October 15, 2016 
 

Dear Friend, 
As I have traveled the First District on my way to completing 400 town hall meetings, I can tell you that Kansans 

are growing more and more frustrated with Washington.  And it is really no surprise.  
Before leaving Washington to go home and campaign, GOP leaders bowed to Obama once again by passing a 

massive spending bill that continues ALL of Obama's current policies.  Government spending is still unchecked. 
Obama's dangerous initiatives like importing more un-vetted Syrian refugees are fully funded.  The EPA and other 
job-killing regulators are left unchecked. And Planned Parenthood even got a raise. 

Meanwhile, the Democrats' nominee — Hillary Clinton — is getting away with mishandling classified information, 
which is an offense that would send most federal employees to jail.  Obama's FBI simply let her off the hook in 
a brazen political move. 

Hillary's campaign emails revealed a team that finds her untruthful and an extreme bias against Catholics and 
evangelicals for their religious beliefs.  Is it any wonder Democrats are defending an IRS that targets conservative 
organizations and churches? 

How dangerous is Hillary?  
She wants to appoint the type of Supreme Court justices who would re-write the Constitution based on their 

life experiences and interpret the law based on, in her words, "the way the world really works." She would double 
down on ObamaCare to move our country toward a costly and ineffective single payer system.  And she would 
dramatically raise taxes, taking money out of our struggling economy to expand their massive federal 
government.  

The stakes could not be any higher for America right now. We must keep up the fight. 
 

Yours in Liberty, 
Tim Huelskamp  

TWO FOR ONE:  Vote for Hillary and get Tim Kaine too! 
Worse yet, he is in line to be President if something happens to Hillary!  Amazing she could select this guy 
as her VP… isn’t it? ? ? NOT REALLY!!!NOT REALLY!!!NOT REALLY!!!NOT REALLY!!!    

This man is a bad, bad, bad guy masquerading as a “Catholic."  Breitbart has reported that Clinton's V.P. pick Tim 
Kaine is among the top anti-Israel Senators.  He is the top recipient of PAC funds from George Soros’s anti-Israel 
group, J Street.  He distinguished himself as one of eight senators to walk out on Benjamin Netanyahu’s historic 
speech to a joint session of Congress warning against the Iran nuclear deal.  Kaine’s record on the Islamic threat 
here in America is far, far worse than that. 

In exchange for campaign contributions, he appointed a radical jihadi to the Virginia Immigration Commission.  
Esam Omeish runs a group described by federal prosecutors in a 2008 court filing "as the overt arm of the Muslim 
Brotherhood in America."  Omeish is the V.P. of a radical mosque that had the al-Qaeda operative Anwar Al-Awlaki 
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as its imam, and two of the 9/11 hijackers plus Nidal Hasan, the perpetrator of the Fort Hood shooting, in the 
congregation.  Omeish is still a board member, even as he serves on the Virginia Immigration Commission.  Omeish 
was also chairman of the board of a New Jersey mosque with terrorist ties, including an imam whom the 
Department of Homeland Security wants to deport for having links to Hamas.  As if that weren’t enough, Omeish 
pledged in a video to help Palestinians who understand that "the jihad way is the way to liberate your land." 

TIM KAINE IS JUST WHO WAS NEEDED TO COMPLETE HILLARY’S ANTITIM KAINE IS JUST WHO WAS NEEDED TO COMPLETE HILLARY’S ANTITIM KAINE IS JUST WHO WAS NEEDED TO COMPLETE HILLARY’S ANTITIM KAINE IS JUST WHO WAS NEEDED TO COMPLETE HILLARY’S ANTI----USA ADGENDA!USA ADGENDA!USA ADGENDA!USA ADGENDA!    

“I wouldn’t trust Mrs. Bill Clinton to walk“I wouldn’t trust Mrs. Bill Clinton to walk“I wouldn’t trust Mrs. Bill Clinton to walk“I wouldn’t trust Mrs. Bill Clinton to walk    my dog around the block.  She wouldmy dog around the block.  She wouldmy dog around the block.  She wouldmy dog around the block.  She would    come back come back come back come back 
without him and say, “What difference does it make anyway?without him and say, “What difference does it make anyway?without him and say, “What difference does it make anyway?without him and say, “What difference does it make anyway?””””    
~ ~ ~ ~ Sheriff David ClarkeSheriff David ClarkeSheriff David ClarkeSheriff David Clarke, , , , Milwaukee WIMilwaukee WIMilwaukee WIMilwaukee WI    

>  This one is TRUE!  Bonner has verified it on his FACEBOOK page. 

Eric Bonner, a military K9 handler, posted the following on his Facebook page.  His comments have gone 

viral.  His military working dog, "Suli," sniffs for bombs. 

"I'm not voting for Clinton.  It has nothing to do with her views.  It really doesn't even matter about all 

the laws she broke.  It's because she actually talked to me once!  Almost a sentence. 

Being a K9 handler in the military, I got to do a few details involving distinguished visitors… mostly 

Generals, DOD officials and Secretaries of Defense.  I was lucky enough to pull two awesome details… 

Presidents George W. Bush and Obama. 

GWB looked at me and smiled, then he said, "Man, who would piss you off?"  Then he high-fived me and 

continued on.  I was climbing down from a catwalk I had stood on for 4 hours with nothing but dust and a 

radio to keep me company.  The radio died early on.  It was pretty sweet. 

Barack Obama, as he was walking out to his plane in Turkey, said to me, "What the hell kind of dog is 

that?" in reference to Suli.   The kind that keeps YOU safe --  
One of my last details was for Hillary Clinton when she was Secretary of State.  She was in Turkey for 

whatever reason.  I helped with bomb sweeps of her DV Quarters and staff vehicles.  Her only words to me 

were, "Get that f---ing dog away from me!" 

Then she turned to her security detail and berated them up and down about why that dog was in her 

quarters.  For the next 20 minutes while I sat there waiting to be released, she laid into them, slamming 

the door in their faces when she was done.  The security detail lead guy walked over to apologize and 

released me.  I apologized to him for getting him in trouble.  His reply was, "Happens every day, brother!" 

This shows me that Hillary Clinton is not only rude, ignorant, nasty, hateful, and completely 
ungrateful, but the very worst type of person who has no respect for one of GOD’s smartest creatures, 
who is protecting her.  As one of the world’s worst, she deserves whatever destiny she gets!! 
Please, GOD save us from Hillary ClintonPlease, GOD save us from Hillary ClintonPlease, GOD save us from Hillary ClintonPlease, GOD save us from Hillary Clinton    and Tim Kaineand Tim Kaineand Tim Kaineand Tim Kaine!!!!!!!!        Pray!!Pray!!Pray!!Pray!!            

FBI REVOLT BUILDING AGAINST COMEY FOR LETTING HILLARY OFF THE HOOK 
By Pamela GellerBy Pamela GellerBy Pamela GellerBy Pamela Geller    

Of course, going forward, it won’t do any good if Clinton is in charge of prosecutors. 
“It is safe to say the vast majority felt she should be prosecuted,” a senior FBI official told Fox News in an 

exclusive story published Wednesday.  “We were floored while listening to the FBI briefing because Comey laid it 
all out, and then said ‘but we are doing nothing,’ which made no sense to us.” 

“No trial level attorney agreed, no agent working the case agreed, with the decision not to prosecute — it was a 
top-down decision,” the source told Fox. 

Judge Andrew Napolitano, the senior judicial analyst for Fox News, said the source’s frustration was matched by 
agents on the ground. 

“It is well known that the FBI agents on the ground, the human beings who did the investigative work, had built an 
extremely strong case against Hillary Clinton and were furious when the case did not move forward,” he said. “They 
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believe the decision not to prosecute came from The White House.” 
The extraordinary complaints echo those of retired FBI agents in a New York Post column last week. 
“The FBI has politicized itself, and its reputation will suffer for a long time,” Dennis Hughes, the FBI’s first chief 

of a computer investigations unit. “I hold Director Comey responsible.” 
Congress has now obtained letters detailing unprecedented immunity agreements and side deals with multiple 

witnesses in the case — including one in which Comey agreed to prevent his investigators from reviewing any emails 

from Clinton chief of staff Cheryl Mills to Clinton’s server administrator Paul Combetta generated in late 2014 and 

early 2015.  The off-limits correspondence, the chairmen point out, could reveal information “directing the 

destruction or concealment of federal records.” 
Read More: http://freedomoutpost.com/ 

COWBOYS AND MUSLIMSCOWBOYS AND MUSLIMSCOWBOYS AND MUSLIMSCOWBOYS AND MUSLIMS    
Three strangers strike up a conversation in the airport lounge iThree strangers strike up a conversation in the airport lounge iThree strangers strike up a conversation in the airport lounge iThree strangers strike up a conversation in the airport lounge in n n n Bozeman, Montana, awaiting thBozeman, Montana, awaiting thBozeman, Montana, awaiting thBozeman, Montana, awaiting theeeeiriririr    

flights.  On is an American Indian, passing thru from Lame Deer.  Another is a cowboy on his way to flights.  On is an American Indian, passing thru from Lame Deer.  Another is a cowboy on his way to flights.  On is an American Indian, passing thru from Lame Deer.  Another is a cowboy on his way to flights.  On is an American Indian, passing thru from Lame Deer.  Another is a cowboy on his way to 
Billings for a livestock show, and third is a fundamentalist Arab student from the Middle East, newly Billings for a livestock show, and third is a fundamentalist Arab student from the Middle East, newly Billings for a livestock show, and third is a fundamentalist Arab student from the Middle East, newly Billings for a livestock show, and third is a fundamentalist Arab student from the Middle East, newly 
arrived at Montana Starrived at Montana Starrived at Montana Starrived at Montana State University.ate University.ate University.ate University.    

Their discussion drifts to their diverse cultures.  Soon, the two Westerners learn that the Arab is a Their discussion drifts to their diverse cultures.  Soon, the two Westerners learn that the Arab is a Their discussion drifts to their diverse cultures.  Soon, the two Westerners learn that the Arab is a Their discussion drifts to their diverse cultures.  Soon, the two Westerners learn that the Arab is a 
devoutdevoutdevoutdevout, radical Muslim and the convers, radical Muslim and the convers, radical Muslim and the convers, radical Muslim and the conversation falls into an uneasy lull.  The cowboy leans ation falls into an uneasy lull.  The cowboy leans ation falls into an uneasy lull.  The cowboy leans ation falls into an uneasy lull.  The cowboy leans back in his back in his back in his back in his 
chair, crosses his boots on a magazinchair, crosses his boots on a magazinchair, crosses his boots on a magazinchair, crosses his boots on a magazine table and tips his big sweate table and tips his big sweate table and tips his big sweate table and tips his big sweat----stained hat forward over his face.  stained hat forward over his face.  stained hat forward over his face.  stained hat forward over his face.  
The wind outside is blowing tumbleweeds around and the old windsock is flapping, but still no plane The wind outside is blowing tumbleweeds around and the old windsock is flapping, but still no plane The wind outside is blowing tumbleweeds around and the old windsock is flapping, but still no plane The wind outside is blowing tumbleweeds around and the old windsock is flapping, but still no plane 
comes.comes.comes.comes.    

Finally, the American Indian clears his throat and softly speaks.  “At one time heFinally, the American Indian clears his throat and softly speaks.  “At one time heFinally, the American Indian clears his throat and softly speaks.  “At one time heFinally, the American Indian clears his throat and softly speaks.  “At one time here, my people were re, my people were re, my people were re, my people were 
many, but sadly, now we are few.”many, but sadly, now we are few.”many, but sadly, now we are few.”many, but sadly, now we are few.”    

The Muslim student raises an eyebrow and leans forward, “Once my people were few,” he sneers, “and The Muslim student raises an eyebrow and leans forward, “Once my people were few,” he sneers, “and The Muslim student raises an eyebrow and leans forward, “Once my people were few,” he sneers, “and The Muslim student raises an eyebrow and leans forward, “Once my people were few,” he sneers, “and 
now we are many.  Why do you suppose that is?”now we are many.  Why do you suppose that is?”now we are many.  Why do you suppose that is?”now we are many.  Why do you suppose that is?”    

The The The The Montana cowboy shifts his toothMontana cowboy shifts his toothMontana cowboy shifts his toothMontana cowboy shifts his toothpick to one side of hipick to one side of hipick to one side of hipick to one side of his mouth, and from the darkness beneath his s mouth, and from the darkness beneath his s mouth, and from the darkness beneath his s mouth, and from the darkness beneath his 
Stetson says in a drawl, “That’s ‘cause we ain’t played Cowboys and Muslims yet, but I do believe it’s aStetson says in a drawl, “That’s ‘cause we ain’t played Cowboys and Muslims yet, but I do believe it’s aStetson says in a drawl, “That’s ‘cause we ain’t played Cowboys and Muslims yet, but I do believe it’s aStetson says in a drawl, “That’s ‘cause we ain’t played Cowboys and Muslims yet, but I do believe it’s a----
comin’.”     comin’.”     comin’.”     comin’.”     It is sad but all too true It is sad but all too true It is sad but all too true It is sad but all too true ––––    I am afraid it will come to fighting here in our Country to make tI am afraid it will come to fighting here in our Country to make tI am afraid it will come to fighting here in our Country to make tI am afraid it will come to fighting here in our Country to make things hings hings hings 
right again.  When TRUE Americans have had enoughright again.  When TRUE Americans have had enoughright again.  When TRUE Americans have had enoughright again.  When TRUE Americans have had enough, with GOD’s help,, with GOD’s help,, with GOD’s help,, with GOD’s help,    we WILL make things RIGHT we WILL make things RIGHT we WILL make things RIGHT we WILL make things RIGHT 
again!!!again!!!again!!!again!!!        When that time comes When that time comes When that time comes When that time comes ––––    Please, GOD, be with us!!  Show us the way!!Please, GOD, be with us!!  Show us the way!!Please, GOD, be with us!!  Show us the way!!Please, GOD, be with us!!  Show us the way!!    

A radical Muslim shot and killed Americans in a gay club in Orlando.  Let’s A radical Muslim shot and killed Americans in a gay club in Orlando.  Let’s A radical Muslim shot and killed Americans in a gay club in Orlando.  Let’s A radical Muslim shot and killed Americans in a gay club in Orlando.  Let’s ignore the fact the ignore the fact the ignore the fact the ignore the fact the 
shooter was Muslim.  Let’s pass more gun control laws for law abiding Americans.  And let’s continue shooter was Muslim.  Let’s pass more gun control laws for law abiding Americans.  And let’s continue shooter was Muslim.  Let’s pass more gun control laws for law abiding Americans.  And let’s continue shooter was Muslim.  Let’s pass more gun control laws for law abiding Americans.  And let’s continue 
to bring more Muslim refugees to the U.S.  to bring more Muslim refugees to the U.S.  to bring more Muslim refugees to the U.S.  to bring more Muslim refugees to the U.S.  ------------        Hillary ClintonHillary ClintonHillary ClintonHillary Clinton    
    Oh, yeah, that should solve the problem of Muslims shooting Americans!!Oh, yeah, that should solve the problem of Muslims shooting Americans!!Oh, yeah, that should solve the problem of Muslims shooting Americans!!Oh, yeah, that should solve the problem of Muslims shooting Americans!!    

    
FACTFACTFACTFACT----CHECK: CLINTOCHECK: CLINTOCHECK: CLINTOCHECK: CLINTON TOOK DONATIONS FROM FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS N TOOK DONATIONS FROM FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS N TOOK DONATIONS FROM FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS N TOOK DONATIONS FROM FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 
AS SECRETARY OF STATEAS SECRETARY OF STATEAS SECRETARY OF STATEAS SECRETARY OF STATE by JOEL B. POLLAK   4 Oct 2016 

During the vice presidential debate on Tuesday night, Indiana Governor Mike Pence said, “The Clinton 
Foundation accepted foreign contributions from foreign governments and foreign donors while she was Secretary 
[of State].” Fact check: TRUE. 

Not only did foreign governments and foreign donors give to the Clinton’s family charity, but the majority of 
people outside of the government who met with Clinton while she was in office were Clinton Foundation donors, 
according to the Associated Press. 

The ultimate proof of Pence’s claim?  The Clinton Foundation has grudgingly said that it would no longer accept 
foreign contributions if she became president. 

If you ever feel stupid — Just Remember, There Are People Who                                               Actually 

THINK Hillary Clinton Would be a GOOD President!!! 
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October 19, 2016 
 

Dear Friend, 
Tonight is the final debate of the 2016 presidential election.  Those of you suffering from election fatigue may be 

breathing a sigh of relief that November 8th will be here soon. 
The bizarre twists and turns of this campaign have often hidden the key question facing the American people: do 

we want to continue to give big government Elites in Washington more control of our lives while enriching the 
powerful and well-connected? 

Let's take a look at Washington's recent record — 
ObamaCare is a disaster.  Premiums and co-pays skyrocket and coverage goes down.  Yet liberals like Obama, 

Hillary, Pelosi and Reid are working to bail out big insurance companies now AND expand ObamaCare in the future. 
The IRS wants to shut down our right to free speech.  Yet politicians in Washington — including Republicans — 

are unwilling to hold even one administration official accountable. 
 Planned Parenthood admits to illegally selling baby parts and a year later receives an increase in 

taxpayer funding with Establishment Republican support. 
The protectors of big businesses, the U.S. Chamber and K Street lobbyists, work with Democrats to block 

common-sense immigration reforms while Obama refuses to vet Syrian refugees. 
Veterans are left to die, while VA big wigs receive huge bonuses.  Our country is $20 trillion in debt with a budget 

that is never, ever projected to balance.  Our freedom to practice our religion is under attack by the courts.  The FBI 
gives well-connected Hillary a pass on violating the law related to classified emails.  The EPA creates regulations to 
needlessly drive up our electricity costs.  Obama's bank regulators are forcing community banks in rural America to 
stop making much-needed housing loans. 

And Republican Insiders do virtually nothing — except talk. 
On issue after issue they refuse to use the Constitutional power of the purse, control out-of-control spending, to 

fight back against Washington.  But on the campaign trail, these politicians continue to make promises they have 
already failed to keep. 

Conservatives must continue to stand up and be counted.  We must insist that the Elites in both parties stop 
looking out for themselves and start putting the American people first.  

 

Yours in Liberty, 
  

Tim Huelskamp 

Are YOU ok with rewarding Planned Parenthood for illegally selling baby parts?  That is exactly what happened – it was 

declared unlawful to SELL BABY PARTS, however, that did NOT stop them.  Then 1 year later Planned Parenthood received 

an increase in funding from the TAXPAYERS with REPUBLICAN Support.  Do the Republicans in Congressional positions 

honestly think that is OK???  The only way we can convince them that we DO NOT approve is to VOTE THEM OUT OF 

CONGRESS!!!  Check how YOUR Congressman voted, let them know what YOU disapprove of and if nothing changes – get 

rid of them!!!  Nothing GOOD has happened in the last election term.  DO CHECK EACH ONES VOTING RECORDS.  We must 

reward those who do as we ask as well as get rid of those who do not.  The first thing to do is get rid of McConnell!!  We kept 

Rep. Huelskamp informed of what we wanted and he listened; NOW we MUST do the same with his replacement – whoever 

that is!!  Personally, I will be voting for LaPolice, less of 2 evils.  He is now saying the right things.   Dr. Marshall sounds OK, 

but since he lied about Rep. Huelskamp and took millions of $’s from Republican committees out of Washington, why would 

we believe him about anything else??  What I really want to do is write in TIM HUELSKAMP – and maybe I will!! But that 

would waste my vote and we can’t afford that.  I will vote for LaPolice – I do NOT want Dr. Marshall to represent me – 

EVER!!!  Dr. Marshall is a money grabbing, baby killing excuse of a man. 

I just received this from a friend – He pretty much nailed it!! 

POINTS TO PONDER BEFORE ELECTION DAY: 

If you are Gay, why are you voting for Hillary?  She wants to bring in hundreds of thousands of refugees that 
believe all Gays should be executed. 

If you are Black, why are you voting for Hillary?  She admires Margaret Sanger and defends Planned Parenthood.  
They want to abort as many black babies as possible.  "Exterminate the Black Race because they are like weeds."  
Most of those clinics are in Black neighborhoods. 

If you are a Christian, why are you voting for Hillary Clinton?  She wrote her Senior Thesis on Saul Alinsky.  He 
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dedicated his book "Rules for Radicals" to Lucifer, the Devil?  She says he was and still is her mentor. 
If you are a Veteran, in the military, or closely related to a military member, why are you voting for Hillary?  She 

left those men to die in Benghazi and had the nerve to lie about it over and over again.  They called for help but 
the help was told to stand down. 

If you have factory job, why are you voting for Hillary?  She supported TPP.  Factory workers are being laid off 
because jobs are going overseas.  

Don't forget the deals she made with China.  She also welcomes open borders and for illegals to get benefits with 
YOUR tax money. 

If you are a woman, how can you vote for Hillary?  She has buried all of Bill's rape victims under the rug.  
Remember the little girl that was raped?  She defended the rapist and laughed about it later. 

If you carry a gun, and believe in the Constitution, how can you vote for Hillary?  She wants to eliminate the 
NRA, take your guns, and abolish the second amendment. 

If you breathe, why would you vote for Hillary?  She has left a trail of dead people that did not agree with her or 
knew too much! 

Just curious – give me just one reason you would vote for Hillary Clinton?  Think about it!!    

Hi, this is just me talking about what I have been hearing and reading.  Hi, this is just me talking about what I have been hearing and reading.  Hi, this is just me talking about what I have been hearing and reading.  Hi, this is just me talking about what I have been hearing and reading.      
Why does it sound like there is NOT a chance Donald Trump will win this election?  Because the media is Why does it sound like there is NOT a chance Donald Trump will win this election?  Because the media is Why does it sound like there is NOT a chance Donald Trump will win this election?  Because the media is Why does it sound like there is NOT a chance Donald Trump will win this election?  Because the media is 

being paid to write and say just being paid to write and say just being paid to write and say just being paid to write and say just thatthatthatthat!!  The Media in the USA is so corrupt it is unr!!  The Media in the USA is so corrupt it is unr!!  The Media in the USA is so corrupt it is unr!!  The Media in the USA is so corrupt it is unreal!!  It is such a shame eal!!  It is such a shame eal!!  It is such a shame eal!!  It is such a shame 
that Money Talks Lthat Money Talks Lthat Money Talks Lthat Money Talks Louder than Truth and Hoouder than Truth and Hoouder than Truth and Hoouder than Truth and Honesty in the USA.  They are being PAID tnesty in the USA.  They are being PAID tnesty in the USA.  They are being PAID tnesty in the USA.  They are being PAID to discourage anyone o discourage anyone o discourage anyone o discourage anyone 
NOT on Hillary’sNOT on Hillary’sNOT on Hillary’sNOT on Hillary’s    side.  Those of us that would like to return the USA to being an honest, lifeside.  Those of us that would like to return the USA to being an honest, lifeside.  Those of us that would like to return the USA to being an honest, lifeside.  Those of us that would like to return the USA to being an honest, life    saving, saving, saving, saving, life life life life 
givinggivinggivinggiving,,,,    proudproudproudproud    country as we were 7country as we were 7country as we were 7country as we were 70 years or mo0 years or mo0 years or mo0 years or morrrre ago are just out of step with reality. e ago are just out of step with reality. e ago are just out of step with reality. e ago are just out of step with reality.     Blacks wereBlacks wereBlacks wereBlacks were    promised promised promised promised 
so much by the Obama administration, but are much worse off now that 8 years ago so much by the Obama administration, but are much worse off now that 8 years ago so much by the Obama administration, but are much worse off now that 8 years ago so much by the Obama administration, but are much worse off now that 8 years ago ––––    that is how the that is how the that is how the that is how the 
Democrats keep their promises. Democrats keep their promises. Democrats keep their promises. Democrats keep their promises.     The thought that hard work and honesty can reap great benefitsThe thought that hard work and honesty can reap great benefitsThe thought that hard work and honesty can reap great benefitsThe thought that hard work and honesty can reap great benefits    is not wheris not wheris not wheris not where e e e 
Hillary or any other DemocratHillary or any other DemocratHillary or any other DemocratHillary or any other Democrat    would tawould tawould tawould take us.  ke us.  ke us.  ke us.      

The media are being PAIDThe media are being PAIDThe media are being PAIDThe media are being PAID    to repto repto repto report what Democrats WANT IT TO BEort what Democrats WANT IT TO BEort what Democrats WANT IT TO BEort what Democrats WANT IT TO BE,,,,    NOT WHAT IT IS!! NOT WHAT IT IS!! NOT WHAT IT IS!! NOT WHAT IT IS!!         There are There are There are There are 
millions of honest, hardworking, true hearted USA citizensmillions of honest, hardworking, true hearted USA citizensmillions of honest, hardworking, true hearted USA citizensmillions of honest, hardworking, true hearted USA citizens, of every race,, of every race,, of every race,, of every race,    that want our Country backthat want our Country backthat want our Country backthat want our Country back    to what to what to what to what 
it used to be it used to be it used to be it used to be ––––    a great place to live a great place to live a great place to live a great place to live ––––    where the Government worked for the GOOD of the citizens’ where we all where the Government worked for the GOOD of the citizens’ where we all where the Government worked for the GOOD of the citizens’ where we all where the Government worked for the GOOD of the citizens’ where we all 
were out to help the world and make it a better placewere out to help the world and make it a better placewere out to help the world and make it a better placewere out to help the world and make it a better place.  EVEN Fox News .  EVEN Fox News .  EVEN Fox News .  EVEN Fox News isisisis    NOT being as honest as they could NOT being as honest as they could NOT being as honest as they could NOT being as honest as they could 
be.  They are be.  They are be.  They are be.  They are stating the facts, then stating the facts, then stating the facts, then stating the facts, then repeating what the other repeating what the other repeating what the other repeating what the other networks are reponetworks are reponetworks are reponetworks are reporting and NOT sticking withrting and NOT sticking withrting and NOT sticking withrting and NOT sticking with    
thethethethe    TRUTH as it really isTRUTH as it really isTRUTH as it really isTRUTH as it really is!!  !!  !!  !!      

Let’s look at the rally’s Let’s look at the rally’s Let’s look at the rally’s Let’s look at the rally’s ––––    The attendanceThe attendanceThe attendanceThe attendance    at the TRUMP rallies are huge,at the TRUMP rallies are huge,at the TRUMP rallies are huge,at the TRUMP rallies are huge,    in the thousands in the thousands in the thousands in the thousands ––––    thenthenthenthen    the the the the 
troubletroubletroubletroublemakers appear makers appear makers appear makers appear ––––    start fstart fstart fstart fights, call namesights, call namesights, call namesights, call names, cause all kinds of trouble., cause all kinds of trouble., cause all kinds of trouble., cause all kinds of trouble.        Those troubleThose troubleThose troubleThose troublemakers amakers amakers amakers are people re people re people re people 
hired BY THE DEMOCRATS to be troublehired BY THE DEMOCRATS to be troublehired BY THE DEMOCRATS to be troublehired BY THE DEMOCRATS to be troublemakers.  Then they report that the Trump rallies are lawbreakers, makers.  Then they report that the Trump rallies are lawbreakers, makers.  Then they report that the Trump rallies are lawbreakers, makers.  Then they report that the Trump rallies are lawbreakers, 
TROUBLEMAKERS, TROUBLEMAKERS, TROUBLEMAKERS, TROUBLEMAKERS, when the TRUTH is told THE TROUBLEwhen the TRUTH is told THE TROUBLEwhen the TRUTH is told THE TROUBLEwhen the TRUTH is told THE TROUBLE    MAKERS AMAKERS AMAKERS AMAKERS ARE PEOPLE HIRED BRE PEOPLE HIRED BRE PEOPLE HIRED BRE PEOPLE HIRED BY THE Y THE Y THE Y THE 
DEMOCRATDEMOCRATDEMOCRATDEMOCRATS TO DO JUST THAT S TO DO JUST THAT S TO DO JUST THAT S TO DO JUST THAT ------------MAKE TROUBLE.  MAKE TROUBLE.  MAKE TROUBLE.  MAKE TROUBLE.  THEY ARE 20THEY ARE 20THEY ARE 20THEY ARE 20----30 PEOPLE PAID TO ATTEND 30 PEOPLE PAID TO ATTEND 30 PEOPLE PAID TO ATTEND 30 PEOPLE PAID TO ATTEND 
TRUMP RALLIES AND BREAK THE LAW!!  HIRED TO GIVE TRUMP PEOPLE A BAD NAME!!!  There are TRUMP RALLIES AND BREAK THE LAW!!  HIRED TO GIVE TRUMP PEOPLE A BAD NAME!!!  There are TRUMP RALLIES AND BREAK THE LAW!!  HIRED TO GIVE TRUMP PEOPLE A BAD NAME!!!  There are TRUMP RALLIES AND BREAK THE LAW!!  HIRED TO GIVE TRUMP PEOPLE A BAD NAME!!!  There are 
3 to 4 times as many people attending the Trump rallies as are attending Hillary r3 to 4 times as many people attending the Trump rallies as are attending Hillary r3 to 4 times as many people attending the Trump rallies as are attending Hillary r3 to 4 times as many people attending the Trump rallies as are attending Hillary rallies.  Why isn’t that allies.  Why isn’t that allies.  Why isn’t that allies.  Why isn’t that 
reported??  Preported??  Preported??  Preported??  Perhaps one sentence to that mayerhaps one sentence to that mayerhaps one sentence to that mayerhaps one sentence to that may    be made on Fox Newsbe made on Fox Newsbe made on Fox Newsbe made on Fox News    ————    THAT info is not pushed.THAT info is not pushed.THAT info is not pushed.THAT info is not pushed.        Don’t back Don’t back Don’t back Don’t back 
off on your support for Donald Trump because of News Reports.  As I type, CBS is reporting that Trump is off on your support for Donald Trump because of News Reports.  As I type, CBS is reporting that Trump is off on your support for Donald Trump because of News Reports.  As I type, CBS is reporting that Trump is off on your support for Donald Trump because of News Reports.  As I type, CBS is reporting that Trump is 
struggling in Florida struggling in Florida struggling in Florida struggling in Florida ––––    which is not truewhich is not truewhich is not truewhich is not true!!  Donald Trump is asking citizens to give him a Republican Congress, !!  Donald Trump is asking citizens to give him a Republican Congress, !!  Donald Trump is asking citizens to give him a Republican Congress, !!  Donald Trump is asking citizens to give him a Republican Congress, 
so Conso Conso Conso Congress can get rid of Obamagress can get rid of Obamagress can get rid of Obamagress can get rid of ObamaCare and other poisonous programs.Care and other poisonous programs.Care and other poisonous programs.Care and other poisonous programs.        Congress tried to do that a year or so Congress tried to do that a year or so Congress tried to do that a year or so Congress tried to do that a year or so 
ago that failed because the Congressional leaders would NOT ago that failed because the Congressional leaders would NOT ago that failed because the Congressional leaders would NOT ago that failed because the Congressional leaders would NOT pushpushpushpush    to override the President’s veto.  We must to override the President’s veto.  We must to override the President’s veto.  We must to override the President’s veto.  We must 
vote Donald Trump into the Presidency and maintain the Republican Congress.  vote Donald Trump into the Presidency and maintain the Republican Congress.  vote Donald Trump into the Presidency and maintain the Republican Congress.  vote Donald Trump into the Presidency and maintain the Republican Congress.  No matter what you hear DO No matter what you hear DO No matter what you hear DO No matter what you hear DO 
NOT LET ANYONE OR ANY THING STOP YOU FROM VOTING!!!!  YOUR VOTE MATTERSNOT LET ANYONE OR ANY THING STOP YOU FROM VOTING!!!!  YOUR VOTE MATTERSNOT LET ANYONE OR ANY THING STOP YOU FROM VOTING!!!!  YOUR VOTE MATTERSNOT LET ANYONE OR ANY THING STOP YOU FROM VOTING!!!!  YOUR VOTE MATTERS    ––––    IT IT IT IT 
COUNTS!!COUNTS!!COUNTS!!COUNTS!!    LIVE UP TO YOUR AMLIVE UP TO YOUR AMLIVE UP TO YOUR AMLIVE UP TO YOUR AMERICAN PRIVILEGEERICAN PRIVILEGEERICAN PRIVILEGEERICAN PRIVILEGE/DUTY/DUTY/DUTY/DUTY    ––––    VOTE!!!VOTE!!!VOTE!!!VOTE!!!    
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I also received the following from the same friend!!  And again he has pretty much said it all!!  Do we really have a 
choice?  Not if we want to return the USA to the people and our LORD!!  Pray and Vote! 

The Media just doesn't get it… they can't believe that people are so angry that they can no longer be manipulated! 
Millions of trump supporters feel this way about Donald J. Trump… We don't care if the guy swears… or how many 
times he's been married… or who he voted for, or what his income tax return shows.  

We want the problems fixed.  
Yes, he's an egomaniac, but we don't care.  
We know he's not a racist, or bad to women, or all the other things the liberal media is trying to label him with.  
We know he's raised a good family, and that says a lot about him.  
The country is a mess because politicians suck, the Republican Party is two faced & gutless, and illegals are 

everywhere and Muslims are openly trying to hurt this country and make the civilized world adjust to them.  
We want it all fixed!  
We don't care that Trump is crude, we don't care that he has changed positions, we don't care that he fights with 

Megan Kelly, Rosie O'Donnell, and so many of the elected establishment.  
We don't care that Rubio, Ryan, the Bush's, and so many other top-tier old and new Republicans refuse to endorse 

him for their own selfish reasons, and we know what they are.  
We don't care that he doesn't know the name of some Muslim terrorists, we don't care that he tried some 

businesses that didn't work out.  
This country is weak, bankrupt.  Our enemies are making fun of us.  We are being invaded by illegals.  We are 

becoming a nation of victims, where every Tom, Ricardo and Hasid is a special group with special rights, to a point 
where we don't even recognize the country we were born and raised in, AND WE JUST WANT IT FIXED.  

And TRUMP is the only guy who seems to understand what the people want.  
We're sick of politicians, sick of the Democratic and Republican Party.  
We're angry about the Iran deal, the budget, treatment of Israel, military weakness, lobbyists, special interests, 

overpaid politicians with their self-serving bills and back room deals, trade deals, loss of jobs, manipulated economic 
numbers, businesses fleeing, and even the phony pay for play Clinton Foundation.  

Americans are no longer going to be fooled, and the movement is out to change the direction we're taking.  
Trump may not be a saint, but he doesn't have lobbyist money holding him, he doesn't have political correctness 

restraining him, and all you know is that he has been very successful, a good negotiator, he has built a lot of things, 
he's flexible, and he's also not a politician.  

And he says he'll fix it.  And we believe him because he is too much of an egotist to be proven wrong or looked at 
and called a liar. 

Public service has become elected greed.  
This may be our only chance to have a non-politician, despite his flaws, try and correct the mess, at least for 4 

years. 
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We must take the shot, because the consequences of putting Hillary Clinton in office are frightening.  
There is a tidal wave happening, and it’s going to overcome much of what's happened to this country.                         

I’m including this in this Newsletter to see what kind of opinions this might bring forth.  I do want your 
opinions.  Are we going to allow this to happen??  If you don’t want this to continue – VOTE TRUMP!!!  We can approach 

Trump when he is President to change this back. 

SOME STATES (Maryland, Michigan & Arizona) ARE ALLOWING MUSLIM STUDENTS TO PRAY DURING 
SCHOOL HOURS.  IF THEY ALLOW THAT, THEN WE SHOULD BRING BACK OUR FLAGS INTO THE 
CLASSROOMS AND ALLOW OTHERS TO PRAY TOO!  TIME FOR CHRISTIANS TO SPEAK UP.  DEMAND 
THEIR RIGHTS. 

When we get 100,000,000, that's one hundred million, willing Christians to BOND together, voice their concerns 
and vote, we can take back America with God's help. 

Become one of the One hundred million... Then let's get 200 million.  It can be done, just by sending this email to 
your friends. 

Do the math.  It only takes a single willing heart and a fed up SOUL. God Bless America and Shine your light on 
Her! 

In 1952 President Truman established one day a year as a "National Day of Prayer." 
In 1988 President Reagan designated the first Thursday in May of each year as The National Day of Prayer.   
In June 2007 (then) Presidential Candidate Barack Obama declared that the USA "Was no longer a Christian 

nation. 
In May 2009 President Obama dismissed our 21st annual National Day of Prayer ceremony at&nb sp; the White 

House under the ruse of "not   wanting to offend anyone" 
Sept. 25, 2009, a Muslim Prayer Day was held on the west front of the U.S. Capitol Building, the site where U.S. 

Presidents have been   inaugurated since 1981. There were over 50,000 Muslims in D.C. that day. President 
Obama dismissed our national day of prayer and now it is okay for an event at our capitol for Islamists??  I for one 
was offended.                

But wait, it has not stopped even now!!! 
February 17-19, 2015, a Muslim prayer was recited at the start of the second day of the White House summit on 

“Countering Violent Extremism,” but no other religious text was presented during the portion of the event that was 
open to the press.  Imam Sheikh Sa’ad Musse Roble, president of the World Peace Organization in Minneapolis 
MN, recited “a verse from the Quran” following remarks by Obama administration officials and Democratic members 
of Congress.                   

Now President Obama is encouraging schools to teach the Quran for extra credit, while at the same time, they 
cannot even talk about the Bible, God, pray, or salute the American Flag.   

The direction this country is headed should strike fear in the heart of every Christian.  
  Send this to ten people, or even one hundred ten!  To let them know that indeed, it was sent out to many 
more.  This is a Christian Country --- NOT Muslim!!!  It does not mean Muslims cannot be here at all.  It just 
means the majority are Christian!!  Christians should be able to pray in school – just as the Muslims do!!!    

 
Just for a change of topic – An old topic that was never solved. 

Here are the words from a Common Core Radio program that boast about the Education Establishments attempt 
to deceive the parents, teachers and citizens of this State with the implementation of Common Core.  THIS IS 
TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR FROM THOSE THAT SERVE THE CITIZENS OF KANSAS! 

"Wizardry In Kansas: Leading the Way on Common Core" 
"Kansas relabeled the Common Core Standards as part of their implementation strategy.  Learn how the "Kansas 

Can" mindset is leading to success with the program across the state." 
Here is the link: http://www.bamradionetwork.com/common-core/3696-wizardry-in-kansas-leading-the-way-on-common-core 
Now Education Commissioner Randy Watson is doubling down on the deception with a Kansas Can Lying Tour 

where he lies to the citizens across the State by stating that, "We no longer have Common Core in Kansas."  HE 
SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM HIS POSITION IMMEDIATELY AND ALL THOSE PERPETUATING AND 
BOASTING ABOUT THESE LIES SHOULD ALSO BE REMOVED! 

THESE ARE ROLE MODELS FOR OUR CHILDREN AND SOME BEHIND THESE LIES ARE OR HAVE BEEN 
TEACHERS!  IS THIS THE KIND OF ROLE MODELS YOU WANT EDUCATING THE CHILDREN OF THIS 
STATE? 
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TIME TO THROW COMMON CORE AND THE LIES AND DECEPTION USED TO IMPLEMENT IT OUT OF THE 
STATE OF KANSAS NOW!    

Stand for what is RIGHT.  Even IF it means standing ALONE!!! 

BE STILL AND KNOW THAT I AM GOD.  Psalms 46:1 
Dear Beloved God in Heaven,  

Please give us a president who loves this country and everything it stands for.   

Please give us a president who respects you as the one true God.  Please give us a president who will, with 

your help, restore this nation to its former glory, the way you created her.  Please give us a president who will 

not destroy our churches. 

Please help us to respect what you have given to us and not take anything for granted ever again.  Please 

God, weaken the evil and strengthen the good, both within and without. May our eyes be opened.  

In Jesus’ name, Amen   

As never before in the history of this country has this plea been so necessary. 

This "prayer chain" is a request to pass the article on to friends/family... (at least one other person) so as to 

NOT break the chain.  It will travel many, many miles around the country, maybe the world, depending on who 

sends it.   

Please take time to do this and not break the chain on this important prayer. 

After reading this prayer, be sure to THANK GOD for listening and trust in HIS WILL to be done.  

There has been so much talk about the lies President Obama has told that I decided to check out what I could 

find about “Lies by President’s”; I found a list of 12 Presidents that have told lies to the American citizens.  

Counting Obama that makes 13.  If you want I’ll list them at another time!! 

Food for thought Food for thought Food for thought Food for thought ------------    JFK JR WAS THE FRONT RUNNER FOR THE NJFK JR WAS THE FRONT RUNNER FOR THE NJFK JR WAS THE FRONT RUNNER FOR THE NJFK JR WAS THE FRONT RUNNER FOR THE NYYYY    SENATE SEAT SENATE SEAT SENATE SEAT SENATE SEAT 

IN 1999!!  DAYS LATER HIS PLANE CRASHED, MAKING HILLARY CLINTON THE IN 1999!!  DAYS LATER HIS PLANE CRASHED, MAKING HILLARY CLINTON THE IN 1999!!  DAYS LATER HIS PLANE CRASHED, MAKING HILLARY CLINTON THE IN 1999!!  DAYS LATER HIS PLANE CRASHED, MAKING HILLARY CLINTON THE 

NEWLY ELECTED SENATOR!!NEWLY ELECTED SENATOR!!NEWLY ELECTED SENATOR!!NEWLY ELECTED SENATOR!!        AnAnAnAn    ACCIDENTACCIDENTACCIDENTACCIDENT? ? ? ?     HHHHmmmmmmmm----mmm…mmm…mmm…mmm…    

I received this from a Christian that is seeing things a bit different then many of us.  I’ve been thinking I received this from a Christian that is seeing things a bit different then many of us.  I’ve been thinking I received this from a Christian that is seeing things a bit different then many of us.  I’ve been thinking I received this from a Christian that is seeing things a bit different then many of us.  I’ve been thinking 
about this for a about this for a about this for a about this for a day or two and have decided that each of you need to have the opportunity to give this day or two and have decided that each of you need to have the opportunity to give this day or two and have decided that each of you need to have the opportunity to give this day or two and have decided that each of you need to have the opportunity to give this 
some thought.  It is my opinion that whoever wrote this is a very good Christiansome thought.  It is my opinion that whoever wrote this is a very good Christiansome thought.  It is my opinion that whoever wrote this is a very good Christiansome thought.  It is my opinion that whoever wrote this is a very good Christian    and as a Christian myself and as a Christian myself and as a Christian myself and as a Christian myself 
I want each of you to have the opportunity to read this and thI want each of you to have the opportunity to read this and thI want each of you to have the opportunity to read this and thI want each of you to have the opportunity to read this and think about it.  GOD Bless you!!ink about it.  GOD Bless you!!ink about it.  GOD Bless you!!ink about it.  GOD Bless you!!    

A MESSAGE FOR CHRISTIANS ABOUT DONALD TRUMP 
This may be the best and most honest political promotion statement you will ever read.  It decidedly does not 

brush objections aside.   You hate Hillary?  READ it.  You hate Trump?  READ it.  You think there's no choice?  READ 

it.  And, read it with your grown-up hat on. 

We've all been dealt huge responsibility with this election.  The first step toward accepting responsibility is 

accepting it, and the first step toward accepting it is recognizing it. 

READ THIS.  Read every single word.  It'll take you about three minutes.  Be sure to read to the end (take a few 

minutes and read all of it!) 

Are you sickened and despondent with the current campaign and upcoming presidential election?  I consider 

myself a conservative and do truly believe our country is at a political/economic/moral/ social crossroads.  I need to 

let you know I could/would never vote for Hillary Clinton to lead this country.  To me, she represents everything 

that is wrong with our current political structure.  On the flip side, I look and listen to Donald Trump and I cringe at 

every rude, insulting comment he makes.  If you find yourself in a similar state of mind, please read the following 

article: 
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A Message For Christians About Donald Trump — Here's a famous joke about God and how he talks to us.  "A 

deeply faithful Christian man is stuck on roof at home with massive flooding up to the 2nd floor. Rowboat comes.  

He says, "No, I'm waiting for God.  I prayed and I know he's coming."  2nd Rowboat. "No, I'm waiting for God."  3rd 

Rowboat. "No, I'm waiting for God."  Water rises.  The man drowns.  Now he's meeting God in heaven. The 

religious man says, "Where were you God?  I prayed.  I was faithful.  I asked you to save me.  Why would you 

abandon me?"  God says, "Hey, I sent you 3 rowboats!!" 

Did you ever consider Trump is our rowboat?  Maybe God is trying to tell us something important — that now is 

not the time for a "nice Christian guy" or a "gentleman" or a typical Republican powder puff.  Maybe now is the 

time for a natural born killer, a ruthless fighter, a warrior.  Because right about now we need a miracle, or America 

is finished.  Maybe the rules of gentlemen don't apply here.  Maybe a gentleman and "all-around nice Christian" 

would lead us to slaughter.  Or do you want another Mitt Romney, Bob Dole, John McCain, Gerald Ford or Paul 

Ryan?  Did any of them win?  Did they lead the GOP to "the promised land?"  Did they change the direction of 

America?  No, because if you don't win, you have no say.  Paul Ryan couldn't even deliver his own state, Wisconsin!  

And as leader of the House, Paul Ryan rolls over to Obama like my dog rolls over for a scrap of food, or a steak 

bone.  Nice, but obedient.  I mean Paul Ryan... not my dog.  My dog is actually a pretty good defender and loyal. 

Maybe God is knocking on your door loudly, but you're not listening.  Maybe God understands we need a "war 

leader" at this moment in time.  Maybe God understands if we don't win this election, America is dead.  It's over.  

The greatest nation in world history will be gone.  Finished.  Kaput.  Adios.  And with one last breath, maybe what 

we need to save us at the last second, is someone different. Someone you haven't ever experienced before — 

because you weren't raised in rough and tumble New York where nothing good gets accomplished unless you're 

combative, aggressive, outrageous, on offense at all times, and maybe just a tad arrogant too.  Someone with a 

personality you've never seen on stage at your church.  Maybe, just maybe, being a nice gentlemanly Christian 

would not beat Hillary and her billion dollars, and her best friends in the media who will unleash the dogs of hell 

upon the GOP nominee.  I guess you think God is only nice and gentlemanly.  Really?  Then you've missed the 

whole point of the Bible.  When necessary, God is pretty tough.  When necessary, God strikes with pain, death and 

destruction.  When necessary, God inflicts vengeance. 

Maybe you think God couldn't possibly be associated with someone like Trump.  Trump is too vicious, rude and 

crude.  When we won WWII, was God "nice?"  Were we gentlemanly when defeating Hitler? Were we gentlemanly 

when firebombing Germany?  Were we gentlemanly when dropping atomic bombs on Japan?  Is God ever "nice" 

on the battlefield?  Or does he send us vicious SOB's like General George S. Patton so the good guys can defeat 

evil? 

It's pretty clear to me God sends unique people to be "war leaders."  That's a different role than a pastor or 

church leader.  God understands that. 

And maybe it's time to re-define "nice."  Maybe Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan aren't nice at all — because they led 

us to defeat.  And losing again would mean the end of America.  And God can't allow that.  Maybe Romney and 

Ryan mean well, but the road to hell is paved with good intentions.  Or maybe they're just jealous they had their 

chance and blew it.  Maybe they'd rather help elect Hillary than allow a Trump victory that would make them look 

weak, feckless and incompetent. 

“Even the youths shall faint and be weary, And young men shall utterly fall, But those who wait on the Lord shall 

renew their strength; They shall mount up with wings like eagles, They shall run and not be weary, They shall walk and 

not faint." (Isiah 40:30-31) 

God is about miracles.  We don't need a "nice guy" or a "gentleman" right now.  It's the 4th quarter and we're 

losing 14-0.  We need a miracle. 

So let me repeat my message to Christians: "YOU'RE MISSING THE BOAT." 

I believe Trump is our miracle.  I believe Trump is our rowboat.  Except he's more like a battleship! 

No one is saying Trump is perfect.  No one is saying Trump is a perfect conservative.  But he is a patriot.  He is a 

warrior.  He is a capitalist.  He is the right man, at the right time.  Yes, he's a bit rude and crude and offensive.  But 
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that may make him the perfect warrior to save Americ, American exceptionalism, capitalism and Judeo-Christian 

values.  The choice should be easy for Christians.  

It's Trump… or it's the end of the American dream. 

If anything in this article strikes a positive chord with you, please pass it on.    
I’m with this I’m with this I’m with this I’m with this ––––    would I like someone better?  YES!  But there are not many around in the Republican Party would I like someone better?  YES!  But there are not many around in the Republican Party would I like someone better?  YES!  But there are not many around in the Republican Party would I like someone better?  YES!  But there are not many around in the Republican Party ––––    

way too many are not really Republicansway too many are not really Republicansway too many are not really Republicansway too many are not really Republicans    anyanyanyany    moremoremoremore, we need a true Republican that will , we need a true Republican that will , we need a true Republican that will , we need a true Republican that will bring the USA back to bring the USA back to bring the USA back to bring the USA back to 
the Constitution, so we take what we can get.  Trump beats Hillary a thousand times over!!  VOTEthe Constitution, so we take what we can get.  Trump beats Hillary a thousand times over!!  VOTEthe Constitution, so we take what we can get.  Trump beats Hillary a thousand times over!!  VOTEthe Constitution, so we take what we can get.  Trump beats Hillary a thousand times over!!  VOTE    FOR FOR FOR FOR 
DONALD TRUMPDONALD TRUMPDONALD TRUMPDONALD TRUMP!!!!!!!!        BY ALL MEANS BY ALL MEANS BY ALL MEANS BY ALL MEANS VOTE!!!VOTE!!!VOTE!!!VOTE!!!    

Please Please Please Please give this some thought. give this some thought. give this some thought. give this some thought.     Sometimes the LORD works in ways that are strange to us.  When he speaks Sometimes the LORD works in ways that are strange to us.  When he speaks Sometimes the LORD works in ways that are strange to us.  When he speaks Sometimes the LORD works in ways that are strange to us.  When he speaks 
we MUST listen and do as we believe HE intends us to.  No matter what we MUST listen and do as we believe HE intends us to.  No matter what we MUST listen and do as we believe HE intends us to.  No matter what we MUST listen and do as we believe HE intends us to.  No matter what —    VOTE!!! VOTE!!! VOTE!!! VOTE!!!     GOD bless you all!!  We GOD bless you all!!  We GOD bless you all!!  We GOD bless you all!!  We 
have prayed and done as we thought right have prayed and done as we thought right have prayed and done as we thought right have prayed and done as we thought right ––––    now we must follow the LORD!!  VOTnow we must follow the LORD!!  VOTnow we must follow the LORD!!  VOTnow we must follow the LORD!!  VOTE!!E!!E!!E!!    

I received this from a friend and wanted all to know!!! 

October 27, 2016 
 

Dear John,    
According to the FEC reports released this month, Washington insiders who supported Hillary Clinton spent more 

than $2 million to defeat me August 2nd.  
And how did the DC Establishment reward Roger Marshall? They showered him with a massive $300,000 in 

special interest PAC contributions in the eight weeks following the election.  
And it was not just Republicans who welcome Marshall to their club. Just yesterday a news report revealed that a 

close friend and ally of Obama even helped host a fundraiser for Marshall in Washington. 
Yes, you read that right. A DC attorney with ties to Obama is already funneling campaign cash to Roger Marshall. 
And then what did Marshall tell a debate crowd in Hutchinson earlier this week?  That he is ready 

to work with Hillary Clinton because God chooses the right people to lead this country. 
That matches up with what his allies at the U.S. Chamber of Commerce told me about Hillary Clinton. Rob 

Engstrom, their chief political operative and ultimate Washington Insider, told me they would prefer to work with 
Hillary Clinton as President over Donald Trump.  

Why?  
Because Hillary Clinton is a Washington Insider.  She stands ready, willing and able to play the special interest 

games at the expense of the American people. 
Make no mistake about it though: 30-year Washington Insider Hillary Clinton has put forward an agenda and 

stands in 100% opposition to our values.  And Clinton has a 30-year record filled with scandal and massive failures, 
punctuated by the email cover-up and Benghazi tragedy. 

Clinton wants to expand ObamaCare — eventually creating to a single payer health care system that puts 
government 100% in control of every health care decision. 

Clinton wants unlimited amnesty, open borders, and to open the floodgates to ISIS terrorists posing as refugees. 
Clinton wants to a create a 'right' to a taxpayer funded abortion up until the moment of natural birth. 
Clinton wants to raise taxes and refuses to cut one penny from out-of-control federal spending. 
And Clinton wants the EPA to destroy our economy by adding massive costs to our energy bills. 
Washington Insiders and their candidate Roger Marshall may welcome the Clinton agenda, but Kansans cannot 

afford it.  And we should expect our elected leaders to fight back against it. 
 

Yours in Liberty, 
Tim Huelskamp 

This answers some of the questions I had – BOTH of the remaining runners are in debt to the 
Washington committees.  OK, now we know Marshall and LaPolice are BOTH bought and paid for – 
Let’s write in Tim HuelskampTim HuelskampTim HuelskampTim Huelskamp!  Doubt if we regain Tim as our Representative, but at least we will 
have told Washington how we feel.  We MUST figure out a way to make these committees illegal and 
do away with them.  Got any suggestions?   

No votes for the other two – WRITE IN TIM HUELSKAMP!!!  YES!! 

I received info that has I received info that has I received info that has I received info that has given me nightmares ever since I read it!!  It is on dismemberment abortion!!  I don’t given me nightmares ever since I read it!!  It is on dismemberment abortion!!  I don’t given me nightmares ever since I read it!!  It is on dismemberment abortion!!  I don’t given me nightmares ever since I read it!!  It is on dismemberment abortion!!  I don’t 
believe abortion of any kind should happen.  I shudder when I think of “Dismemberment Abortion”.believe abortion of any kind should happen.  I shudder when I think of “Dismemberment Abortion”.believe abortion of any kind should happen.  I shudder when I think of “Dismemberment Abortion”.believe abortion of any kind should happen.  I shudder when I think of “Dismemberment Abortion”.        The The The The 
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following is sickening.  These are the words used to tell how a “Difollowing is sickening.  These are the words used to tell how a “Difollowing is sickening.  These are the words used to tell how a “Difollowing is sickening.  These are the words used to tell how a “Dismember Abortion” happens.smember Abortion” happens.smember Abortion” happens.smember Abortion” happens.    
1. The living baby’s body parts are grasped at random with forceps with sharp jaws. 

2. The limbs are pulled from the baby’s body out through the birth canal. Piece by piece until 

the head is all that is left.  The head is grasped and crushed in order to remove it from the 

womb. 
Can you even imagine the horrible pain this unborn child suffers during this procedure? How can anyoneCan you even imagine the horrible pain this unborn child suffers during this procedure? How can anyoneCan you even imagine the horrible pain this unborn child suffers during this procedure? How can anyoneCan you even imagine the horrible pain this unborn child suffers during this procedure? How can anyone    

perform this procedureperform this procedureperform this procedureperform this procedure, let alone a Dr. who is trained to SAVE lives, let alone a Dr. who is trained to SAVE lives, let alone a Dr. who is trained to SAVE lives, let alone a Dr. who is trained to SAVE lives????        I I I I cringecringecringecringe    aaaas I write this.  I don’t kns I write this.  I don’t kns I write this.  I don’t kns I write this.  I don’t know ifow ifow ifow if    
the Mothersthe Mothersthe Mothersthe Mothers    are aware of how this procedure is happening.  I do know she is allowing her baby to be destroyed.  are aware of how this procedure is happening.  I do know she is allowing her baby to be destroyed.  are aware of how this procedure is happening.  I do know she is allowing her baby to be destroyed.  are aware of how this procedure is happening.  I do know she is allowing her baby to be destroyed.  
We must stop abortions!!!  There are many families wanting children We must stop abortions!!!  There are many families wanting children We must stop abortions!!!  There are many families wanting children We must stop abortions!!!  There are many families wanting children ––––    regardless of their color, origin, or regardless of their color, origin, or regardless of their color, origin, or regardless of their color, origin, or 
anything else.  Pleaseanything else.  Pleaseanything else.  Pleaseanything else.  Please,,,,    with ewith ewith ewith every opportunity that comes alongvery opportunity that comes alongvery opportunity that comes alongvery opportunity that comes along,,,,    make every effort to stop it!!  How can make every effort to stop it!!  How can make every effort to stop it!!  How can make every effort to stop it!!  How can those those those those 
inininin    Congress Congress Congress Congress declare to be Christians allow any abortion, let alone “dismemberment abortion”?  Demand your declare to be Christians allow any abortion, let alone “dismemberment abortion”?  Demand your declare to be Christians allow any abortion, let alone “dismemberment abortion”?  Demand your declare to be Christians allow any abortion, let alone “dismemberment abortion”?  Demand your 
Congressional and Congressional and Congressional and Congressional and Legislative representativesLegislative representativesLegislative representativesLegislative representatives    to STOP this horror!!!to STOP this horror!!!to STOP this horror!!!to STOP this horror!!!        GOD be with us!!GOD be with us!!GOD be with us!!GOD be with us!!    

KANSAS HIGHEST COURTS ARE STACKEDKANSAS HIGHEST COURTS ARE STACKEDKANSAS HIGHEST COURTS ARE STACKEDKANSAS HIGHEST COURTS ARE STACKED    WITH EXTREME JUDGES WITH EXTREME JUDGES WITH EXTREME JUDGES WITH EXTREME JUDGES WHOSE WHOSE WHOSE WHOSE 
DECISIONS:DECISIONS:DECISIONS:DECISIONS:    

1.  MAKE OUR STATE LESS SAFE.1.  MAKE OUR STATE LESS SAFE.1.  MAKE OUR STATE LESS SAFE.1.  MAKE OUR STATE LESS SAFE.    
2.  CREATED NEW LAW NOT BASED ON OUR STATE CONSTITUTION.2.  CREATED NEW LAW NOT BASED ON OUR STATE CONSTITUTION.2.  CREATED NEW LAW NOT BASED ON OUR STATE CONSTITUTION.2.  CREATED NEW LAW NOT BASED ON OUR STATE CONSTITUTION.    
3.  RUN COUNTER TO 3.  RUN COUNTER TO 3.  RUN COUNTER TO 3.  RUN COUNTER TO LLLLONGONGONGONG----STANDING ETHICAL CODES OF CONDECT.STANDING ETHICAL CODES OF CONDECT.STANDING ETHICAL CODES OF CONDECT.STANDING ETHICAL CODES OF CONDECT.    
4.  ARE FREQUENTLY 4.  ARE FREQUENTLY 4.  ARE FREQUENTLY 4.  ARE FREQUENTLY OVERTURNED BY THE U.S. SUPREME COURTOVERTURNED BY THE U.S. SUPREME COURTOVERTURNED BY THE U.S. SUPREME COURTOVERTURNED BY THE U.S. SUPREME COURT    

IT IS TIME KANSAS CITIZENS TAKE CONTROLIT IS TIME KANSAS CITIZENS TAKE CONTROLIT IS TIME KANSAS CITIZENS TAKE CONTROLIT IS TIME KANSAS CITIZENS TAKE CONTROL    —    
““““Reject all but STEGALLReject all but STEGALLReject all but STEGALLReject all but STEGALL””””    
HAVE YOU BEEN WATCHING THE ADDS ON TV HAVE YOU BEEN WATCHING THE ADDS ON TV HAVE YOU BEEN WATCHING THE ADDS ON TV HAVE YOU BEEN WATCHING THE ADDS ON TV ––––    DON’T BABY THE KILLERS!!!DON’T BABY THE KILLERS!!!DON’T BABY THE KILLERS!!!DON’T BABY THE KILLERS!!!    
THE ISSUE ISN’T RIGHT VERSUS LEFT.  IT IS RIGHT VERSUS WRONG!!!THE ISSUE ISN’T RIGHT VERSUS LEFT.  IT IS RIGHT VERSUS WRONG!!!THE ISSUE ISN’T RIGHT VERSUS LEFT.  IT IS RIGHT VERSUS WRONG!!!THE ISSUE ISN’T RIGHT VERSUS LEFT.  IT IS RIGHT VERSUS WRONG!!!    

To those voting in Kansas Legislative District #51: 

About those “Olejnik  =  YOU” signs…  REALLY??  

 “YOU” = Expanded government, a continued system of “out of control” judges, consumer-

funded energy cost increases, limited transparency of government (“skinny minutes”), unbridled 

taxes for all of Kansas (not just the 51st District).  Skillfully crafted words reveal questionable 

positions on Life issues and the 2nd Amendment.  A financial degree will not pay for proposed 

political promises…it will by “YOU” and YOUR WALLET!!! 

    “YOU”… in the 51st District do have a choice… Make your VOTE COUNT on November 8th!!!  

Stand for INTEGRITY, ACCOUNTABILITY, PRINCIPLED LEADERSHIP… ELECT RON HIGHLAND!!! 

Larry Tawney of Manhattan, KS and Legislative District 51. 

President Barack Obama set a goal of resettling 10,000 Syrian refugees in the U.S., and by August that 

goal had already been exceeded.  But of nearly 11,000 refugees admitted by mid-September, only 56 

were Christian. 

Isn’t it amazing how few of the actual refugees our President brought into this Country were 
Christian?  Syrian refugees were to be Christians forced from their homes and 56 of those refugees 56 of those refugees 56 of those refugees 56 of those refugees 
were actually Christians!!  were actually Christians!!  were actually Christians!!  were actually Christians!!  Wonder if our President will send those Christian refugees back to Syria.   

There has been so much talk about the lies President Obama has told that I decided to check out what I could 

find about “Lies by President’s”— I found a list of12 Presidents that have told lies to the American citizens.  

Counting Obama that makes 13.  If you want I’ll list them at another time!! 

Greetings All -- 

Against the backdrop of all the ratings-driven push-polls widely reported by the DNC-MSM Syndicate, we've all learned long 
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ago not to trust those results at face value for a variety of reasons, not least because the overwhelming majority of those polls 

— even from FoxNews!! — over-sample for Democrat voters, anywhere from 5%-10% or even more.   

This tactic obviously produces results that favor Democrats at every level, not just the Presidential race.  We recognize that 

many on this e-mail chain are, well, reluctant Trump supporters, and even those who have backed him from the beginning 

have perfectly reasonable fears and concerns over "Down-Ballot" issues or candidates suffering due to the "negative halo" 

effect that can flow down to those lines on the ballot, perhaps even to the extent of losing the GOP majorities in the House or 

Senate, or even both. 

What follows are some links to online information that we've already posted at our FHTP Facebook Page 

[www.facebook.com/Flint.HillsT.E.A.party], but it seems like a Good Idea to post these out via e-mail, to reach the widest 

possible audience, especially when this message gets sent Fwd to your own friends, family, and e-mail lists!! 

This first link reports on a poll conducted by Arizona Freedom Alliance of 1000 voters from all 50 states — that's 50 

thousand voters total — by far the largest such survey reported anywhere.  Furthermore, the samples were strictly controlled 

for balance, 33% each for D's & R's, and 34% for independents, thus producing the widest, most-balanced voter survey so far… 

And the results are stunningly at odds with all the media-driven push-polls reported anywhere in the MSM!!  Read for yourself 

at the link: 

National Poll: Trump Leading 67% To Hillary’s 19% Of 50,000 Voters 
https://makeamericagreattoday.com/national-poll-trump-leading-67-hillarys-19-50000-voters/  

The next link goes not to another voter-preference poll, but to a statistical study designed & conducted by SUNY-Stony Brook 

professor Helmut Norpoth using "… statistics from candidates' performances in party primaries and patterns in the electoral 

cycle to forecast results.  The model correctly predicted the victor in every presidential election since 1996…" 

Note that Professor Norpoth isn't predicting the margin of victory, but the statistical odds of Trump winning.  Whether by 

51%-49% or 65%-35%, a win is a win: 

SUNY professor says Trump win at least 87 percent certain; other polls 'bunk' 
http://www.syracuse.com/politics/index.ssf/2016/10/helmut_norpoth_donald_trump_victory.html  

Our third link -- which is actually a Two-Fer, with a Don't-Miss embedded link to the actual document from Benenson 

Strategy Group -- goes to a fascinating article at DC Clothesline, detailing "... a report titled Salvage Program from the 

Benenson Strategy Group, the pollster and strategist for Hillary Clinton’s 2016 presidential campaign. The report looks 

professional and credible.  It’s called Salvage Program because its goal is to “salvage” — to rescue, save, recover, restore — 

Hillary’s campaign, which is tanking..." 

Hillary Clinton’s pollster Benenson Strategy Group says she is tanking; Trump supporters unstoppable 
http://www.dcclothesline.com/2016/10/22/hillary-clintons-pollster-benenson-strategy-group-says-she-is-tanking-trump-supporters-unstoppable/ 

And the proverbial cherry-on-top is this one, none other than MICHAEL MOORE, speaking to a crowd in Ohio, making an 

elegantly profane case FOR Donald J. Trump...  

Yeah, I know, that sudden draft you're feeling is Hell freezing over!! 

Michael Moore on the case for a Trump presidency [WARNING: NOT SAFE FOR WORK — EFF-BOMBS ABOUND!!] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etgOw1iSPFE 

None of this is to suggest that we expect a runaway landslide GOP victory.  What these reports offer instead is perfectly 

reasonable grounds for very cautious optimism for conservatives and Republicans who have otherwise been left dreading 

elections returns on Nov 8th… 

It is still vitally important that we all continue our work to ensure Hillary Clinton's Final Retirement from Public Service!! 

As we brace for the Big Push to Election Day, we all deserve a "breath of fresh air", so as to ease the burdens and put a new 

spring in our steps as we strive to be the Happy Warriors we need to be to encourage others to join the effort and GET OUT TO 

VOTE, ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 8th!! 

It is being reported today that Donald Trump is actually ahead in some states.  Surprise, Surprise!!!  Are 
they really, or is it just being reported that way?  First they report that The Donald doesn’t have a chance – 
with the thought – WWWWhy bother votinghy bother votinghy bother votinghy bother voting????  Trump doesn’t have a chance.  Now it is being reported that Trump is 
way ahead so whwhwhwhy bother voting?  y bother voting?  y bother voting?  y bother voting?  Anything to try to get Trump supporters to NOT VOTE!!  Please, Please, 
laugh at them all the way to the voting booth — DO VOTE!!!DO VOTE!!!DO VOTE!!!DO VOTE!!!    

Americans are realizing that they DO NOT WANT a liar, killer, law breaker, mentally ill, (I could go on and 
on) to be their President?      
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http://www.wibw.com/content/news/Tim-Huelskamps-already-plotting-his-comeback-399053751.html  

HUTCHINSON, Kan. (AP) — U.S. Rep. Tim Huelskamp is eyeing the 2018 election in a move to possibly reclaim the 
Kansas congressional seat he lost in the Republican primary. 

The Hutchinson News reports Huelskamp quietly filed his statement of candidacy with the Federal Election Commission on 
Oct. 17 for the sprawling 1st District of western and central Kansas. 

The ultra-conservative Republican was defeated in August by physician Roger Marshall, a political newcomer backed by 
farming and business groups. Marshall faces independent Alan LaPolice in the general election. 

Huelskamp's clashes with former Speaker John Boehner helped get him booted from the House Agriculture Committee, and 
the state's loss of that seat became a campaign issue during the GOP primary in the farming district. 

Huelskamp is a member of the far-right Freedom Caucus. 

For those who don’t know For those who don’t know For those who don’t know For those who don’t know ––––    Tim HTim HTim HTim Huelskamp is the KSuelskamp is the KSuelskamp is the KSuelskamp is the KS    Congressional member that listened to the citizens, Congressional member that listened to the citizens, Congressional member that listened to the citizens, Congressional member that listened to the citizens, 
acknowledged what he heard, then returned to Washington, D.C. to make every effort possible to packnowledged what he heard, then returned to Washington, D.C. to make every effort possible to packnowledged what he heard, then returned to Washington, D.C. to make every effort possible to packnowledged what he heard, then returned to Washington, D.C. to make every effort possible to pass the laws ass the laws ass the laws ass the laws 
his constituents ask him to.  We NEED Huelskamp back in Washington.  We have 2 long years to put up with his constituents ask him to.  We NEED Huelskamp back in Washington.  We have 2 long years to put up with his constituents ask him to.  We NEED Huelskamp back in Washington.  We have 2 long years to put up with his constituents ask him to.  We NEED Huelskamp back in Washington.  We have 2 long years to put up with 
Representatives that work for Washington, not KANSAS!!  Representatives that work for Washington, not KANSAS!!  Representatives that work for Washington, not KANSAS!!  Representatives that work for Washington, not KANSAS!!  We must change Congress to all be like Tim We must change Congress to all be like Tim We must change Congress to all be like Tim We must change Congress to all be like Tim 
HuelskampHuelskampHuelskampHuelskamp    

 “Taking care of our veterans is a cost of war.  If you can spend SIX TRILLION DOLLARS SENDING people 

to war, you can spend a few BILLON DOLLARS taking care of them when they come home!!!” 

I RECEIVED THIS ON EMAIL.  It’s from Geert Wilders, a member of the Dutch Parliament: 
Dear friends, 

Thank you very much for inviting me. 

I come to America with a mission.  All is not well in the old world.  There is a tremendous danger looming, and it is very 

difficult to be optimistic.  We might be in the final stages of the Islamization of Europe.  This not only is a clear and present 

danger to the future of Europe itself, it is a threat to America and the sheer survival of the West.  The United States as the 

last bastion of Western civilization, facing an Islamic Europe. 

First, I will describe the situation on the ground in Europe…  Then, I will say a few things about Islam.  To close I will tell 

you about a meeting in Jerusalem. 

The Europe you know is changing. 

You have probably seen the landmarks.  But in all of these cities, sometimes a few blocks away from your tourist 

destination, there is another world.  It is the world of the parallel society created by Muslim mass-migration. 

All throughout Europe a new reality is rising: entire Muslim neighborhoods where very few indigenous people reside or 

are even seen.  And if they are, they might regret it.  This goes for the police as well.  It's the world of headscarves, where 

women walk around in figureless tents, with baby strollers and a group of children.  Their husbands, or slaveholders if you 

prefer, walk three steps ahead.  With mosques on many street corners.  The shops have signs you and I cannot read.  You 

will be hard-pressed to find any economic activity.  These are Muslim ghettos controlled by religious fanatics.  These are 

Muslim neighborhoods, and they are mushrooming in every city across Europe.  These are the building-blocks for territorial 

control of increasingly larger portions of Europe, street by street, neighborhood by neighborhood, city by city. 

There are now thousands of mosques throughout Europe.  With larger congregations than there are in churches.  And in 

every European city there are plans to build super-mosques that will dwarf every church in the region.  Clearly, the signal is: 

we rule. 

Many European cities are already one-quarter Muslim: just take Amsterdam, Marseille, and Malmo in Sweden…   In 

many cities the majority of the under-18 population is Muslim.   Paris is now surrounded by a ring of Muslim 

neighborhoods. Mohammed is the most popular name among boys in many cities. 

In some elementary schools in Amsterdam, the farm can no longer be mentioned, because that would also mean 

mentioning the pig, and that would be an insult to Muslims. 

Many state schools in Belgium and Denmark only serve halal food to all pupils.  In once-tolerant Amsterdam, gays are 

beaten up almost exclusively by Muslims.  Non-Muslim women routinely hear “Whore! Whore!”  Satellite dishes are not 

pointed to local TV stations, but to stations in the country of origin. 

In France, school teachers are advised to avoid authors deemed offensive to Muslims, including Voltaire and Diderot; the 

same is increasingly true of Darwin.  The history of the Holocaust can no longer be taught because of Muslim sensitivity. 

In England, Sharia courts are now officially part of the British legal system.  Many neighborhoods in France are no-go 

areas for women without headscarves.  Last week a man almost died after being beaten up by Muslims in Brussels, because 
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he was drinking during the Ramadan. 

Jews are fleeing France in record numbers, on the run from the worst wave of anti-Semitism since World War II.  French 

is now commonly spoken on the streets of Tel Aviv and Netanya, Israel…  I could go on forever with stories like this.  Stories 

about Islamization. 

San Diego University recently calculated that a staggering 25 percent of the population in Europe will be Muslim just 12 

years from now.  Bernhard Lewis has predicted a Muslim majority by the end of this century. 

Now these are just numbers.  And the numbers would not be threatening if the Muslim-immigrants had a strong desire 

to assimilate.  But there are few signs of that.  The Pew Research Center reported that half of French Muslims see their 

loyalty to Islam as greater than their loyalty to France.  One-third of French Muslims do not object to suicide attacks.  The 

British Centre for Social Cohesion reported that one-third of British Muslim students are in favor of a worldwide caliphate.  

Muslims demand what they call 'respect'.  And this is how we give them respect.  We have Muslim official state holidays. 

The Christian-Democratic attorney general is willing to accept Sharia in the Netherlands if there is a Muslim majority.  

We have cabinet members with passports from Morocco and Turkey. 

Muslim demands are supported by unlawful behavior, ranging from petty crimes and random violence, for example, 

against ambulance workers and bus drivers, to small-scale riots.   Paris has seen its uprising in the low-income suburbs, the 

banlieus.  I call the perpetrators 'settlers', because that is what they are.  They do not come to integrate into our societies; 

they come to integrate our society into their Dar-al-Islam.  Therefore, they are settlers. 

Much of this street violence I mentioned is directed exclusively against non-Muslims, forcing many native people to leave 

their neighborhoods, their cities, their countries.  Moreover, Muslims are now a swing vote not to be ignored. 

The second thing you need to know is the importance of Mohammed the prophet.  His behavior is an example to all 

Muslims and cannot be criticized.  Now, if Mohammed had been a man of peace, let us say like Ghandi and Mother Theresa 

wrapped in one, there would be no problem.  But Mohammed was a warlord, a mass murderer, a pedophile, and had 

several marriages — at the same time.  Islamic tradition tells us how he fought in battles, how he had his enemies 

murdered and even had prisoners of war executed.  Mohammed himself slaughtered the Jewish tribe of Banu Qurayza.  If it 

is good for Islam, it is good.  If it is bad for Islam, it is bad. 

Let no one fool you about Islam being a religion.  Sure, it has a god, and a hereafter, and 72 virgins.  But in its essence 

Islam is a political ideology.  It is a system that lays down detailed rules for society and the life of every person.  Islam 

wants to dictate every aspect of life.  Islam means 'submission'.  Islam is not compatible with freedom and democracy, 

because what it strives for is Sharia.  If you want to compare Islam to anything, compare it to communism or national-

socialism, these are all totalitarian ideologies. 

Now you know why Winston Churchill called Islam 'the most retrograde force in the world', and why he compared Mein 

Kampf to the Quran.  The public has wholeheartedly accepted the Palestinian narrative, and sees Israel as the aggressor.  I 

have lived in this country and visited it dozens of times.  I support Israel.  First, because it is the Jewish homeland after two 

thousand years of exile, up to and including Auschwitz.  Second because it is a democracy, and third because Israel is our 

first line of defense. 

This tiny country is situated on the fault line of jihad, frustrating Islam's territorial advance.  Israel is facing the front lines 

of Jihad, like Kashmir, Kosovo, the Philippines, Southern Thailand, Darfur in Sudan, Lebanon, and Aceh in Indonesia.   Israel 

is simply in the way, the same way West Berlin was during the Cold War. 

The war against Israel is not a war against Israel.  It is a war against the West.  It is Jihad.  Israel is simply receiving the 

blows that are meant for all of us.  If there would have been no Israel, Islamic imperialism would have found other venues 

to release its energy and its desire for conquest.  Thanks to Israeli parents who send their children to the army and lay 

awake at night, parents in Europe and America can sleep well and dream, unaware of the dangers looming. 

Many in Europe argue in favor of abandoning Israel in order to address the grievances of our Muslim minorities.  But if 

Israel were, God forbid, to go down, it would not bring any solace to the West.  It would not mean our Muslim minorities 

would all of a sudden change their behavior, and accept our values.  On the contrary, the end of Israel would give 

enormous encouragement to the forces of Islam.  They would, and rightly so, see the demise of Israel as proof that the 

West is weak, and doomed.  The end of Israel would not mean the end of our problems with Islam, but only the beginning.  

It would mean the start of the final battle for world domination.  If they can get Israel, they can get everything.  So-called 

journalists volunteer to label any and all critics of Islamization as a 'right-wing extremists' or 'racists'.  In my country, the 

Netherlands, 60 percent of the population now sees the mass immigration of Muslims as the number one policy mistake 

since World War II.  And another 60 percent sees Islam as the biggest threat.  Yet there is a greater danger than terrorist 
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attacks, the scenario of America as the last man standing.  The lights may go out in Europe faster than you can imagine.  An 

Islamic Europe means a Europe without freedom and democracy, an economic wasteland, an intellectual nightmare, and a 

loss of military might for America — as its allies will turn into enemies, enemies with atomic bombs.  With an Islamic 

Europe, it would be up to America alone to preserve the heritage of Rome, Athens and Jerusalem. 

Dear friends, liberty is the most precious of gifts.  My generation never had to fight for this freedom, it was offered to us 

on a silver platter, by people who fought for it with their lives.  All throughout Europe, American cemeteries remind us of 

the young boys who never made it home, and whose memory we cherish.  My generation does not own this freedom; we 

are merely its custodians.  We can only hand over this hard won liberty to Europe's children in the same state in which it 

was offered to us.  We cannot strike a deal with mullahs and imams.  Future generations would never forgive us.  We 

cannot squander our liberties.  We simply do not have the right to do so. 

We have to take the necessary action now to stop this Islamic stupidity from destroying the free world that we know. 

Please take the time to read and understand what is written here.  Please send it to every free person that you know, it 

is so very important.

How the FBI Caught a Radical Islamist Spy in Hillary’s Office BY LIBERTY ALLIANCE ON OCT. 31, 2016 

The FBI announcement they have re-opened the Hillary Clinton email investigation since having chanced into Huma 
Abedin’s laptop as a result of their investigation of her husband, former Representative Anthony Weiner’s, juvenile 
pornography activities on the Internet. 

Huma Abedin, a Pakistani-American Muslim whose family has deep ties to Saudi Arabia, Pakistan and the radical Muslim 
Brotherhood, was granted Top Secret security clearance for the first time in 2009, when Clinton named her deputy chief of staff 
for operations. Abedin said she “did not remember” being read into any Special Access Programs (SAPs) or compartments. 
Apparently, Hillary’s dimentia is catching. 

If Hillary become President she will appoint Abedin her Chief of Staff and she would run White House operations including 
security in a position that does not require Senate confirmation.  Huma now serves as Vice Chair of  Hillary’s Presidential 
campaign.  Huma has a reputation as an aggressive operative who has overridden security and diplomatic protocols. 

In her April 2016 interview with the FBI, Abedin contended she “did not know Hillary had a private server until about a year 
and a half ago, when it became public knowledge.”  The “clintonemail.com” server was set up in the basement of the 
Chappaqua residence and it included emails from Huma! 

Another witness told agents he and another Clinton aide with IT training built the server system “at the recommendation of 
Huma Abedin,” who first suggested an off-the-grid email server as early as the “fall of 2008.”  And, the FBI noted “the only 
person at the Department of State to receive an email account on “clintonemail.com” was HumaAbedin! 

Thus Huma Abedin, whose email account as “huma@clintonemail.com,” was the only State Department aide whose emails 
were hosted by the private Clinton server she claimed she didn’t know existed until she heard about it in the news and claimed 
she “did not recall” the email exchanges.  Making false statements to a federal agent is a felony.  A lot of Clinton has rubbed off 

on Huma. Should Hillary Clinton be disqualified from being President?  Tell us your opinion!!! 

Joint Chiefs General: Will This Election Lead to an Insurrection?       Brother Bob October 31, 2016 
“Thank you for joining me in honoring our history, our traditions, and the institutions of the U.S. Armed Forces by upholding 

the principle of political neutrality.”  (Bold mine) 
With these words General Joseph Dunford, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (principal military advisor to the President 

of the United States) entered an unprecedented pre-election blog posted on October 24, 2016. 
His thanks may be premature.  Here are the words he opened with: 
“…as our country again prepares for a peaceful transfer of power to a new administration…” 
What’s going on here?  Why is the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs talking about a peaceful transfer of power?  When in the last 

150 years have we not had a peaceful transfer of power?  Does he think there might not be a peaceful transfer of power? 
Maybe the General is worried that our military will not tolerate an election stolen by Hillary Clinton.  Or the people will not 

tolerate it.  Here are some additional excerpts from his post.  He reminds our forces: 
“Every service member swears “to support and defend the Constitution of the United States” and to “bear true faith and 

allegiance to the same.”  (Italics in original) 
He then goes on 
“… we must recognize that we have one Commander in Chief, and until authority is transferred on January 20, 2017, the 

Joint Force must remain clearly focused on and responsive to the existing National Command Authority.” 
“What we must collectively guard against is allowing our institution to become politicized, or even perceived as being 
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politicized, by how we conduct ourselves during engagements with the media, the public, or in open or social forums.” 
“To that end, I have a duty to protect the integrity and political neutrality of our military profession.” 
We must have “a peaceful transfer of power,” and “one Commander in Chief until authority is transferred.”  We must be 

“responsive to the existing National Command Authority.”  We must maintain “political neutrality.”   All in all this sounds to 
me like he’s pleading with the military to not revolt at the outcome of the upcoming presidential election, or to join an 
insurrection in progress. 

This is the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs! 
If this is his concern, reminding the troops that: “Every service member swears “to support and defend the Constitution of the 

United States” is poor salesmanship, and a tactical error. 
The Constitution prohibits a lying, thieving, traitor becoming President. (Peace.  I’m not going to put you through the 

Wikileaks emails, the Project Veritas videos, nor the trail of the dead) 
The General’s real worry is, or should be, that the troops will remember their oath to defend the Constitution.  This would 

leave the General and his boss out twisting in the wind. 
Even in these days of decline there is a danger that some people may honor their oaths. Here are the oaths concerned: 
The Oath of Enlistment (for enlistees): 
“I, _____, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all 

enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; and that I will obey the orders of the 
President of the United States and the orders of the officers appointed over me, according to regulations and the Uniform Code 
of Military Justice. So help me God.” 

The Oath of Office (for officers): 
“I, _____ (SSAN), having been appointed an officer in the Army of the United States, as indicated above in the grade of 

_____ do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, 
foreign or domestic, that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental 
reservations or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office upon which I am about to 
enter; So help me God.” 

These oaths are nothing but bad news for would-be election thieves, especially traitorous ones.  Not only are enemies both 
foreign and domestic to be guarded against, but God is invoked to support fulfilling the oath. 

You will notice that these oaths say nothing about “preserving the political neutrality of the Armed Forces.”  This is a 
tradition, and a good one – up to a point.  But if Hillary Clinton attempts to take the office of President, the point will have been 
passed.  It will be time to execute the prime directive and defend the Constitution.  (I wonder if the FBI reopening the Clinton 
email investigation is a ploy to freeze the military for now.) 

The US Uniform Code of Military Justice requires that illegal orders be disobeyed.  This principle was established 
internationally at the Nuremberg Trials where “I was only following orders” was not accepted as a defense for NAZI war 
criminals. 

At the beginning of his second term Obama purged the Armed Forces of officers he was able to identify as being unwilling to 
fire on American citizens.  (see SARTRE, iPatriot, 8/8/16)  They were removed for a time such as this.  But there may be closet 
patriot officers still in the military (as Obama and the General obviously believe.  When it comes right down to it, even General 
Dunford may be other than we assume; he did remind the troops of their oath to defend the Constitution.) 

But the real danger to Clinton and Obama and their entire cabal is with the enlisted men and women.  Obama has treated 
them like dirt at every opportunity.  Just from personal conversations, I believe that many or most of them realize what’s going 
on; the destruction of the United States military and the nation.  With leadership, they may not allow this to happen.  Would 
they fire on their countrymen to make horrible Hillary Clinton their Commander in Chief?  Some, yes; most, I doubt it. 

I believe there are many people that a Clinton victory would leave in the same psychological condition as the resisters at 
Bundy ranch:  there is no place left to back up. It’s resist or perish.  Listen to the people at any Trump rally.  A Clinton 

presidency will not be accepted. 
The military intervening to thwart a blatantly illegal election outcome need not result in an actual conflict.  Just strongly 

suggesting a revote under honest supervision would hopefully solve the problem. 
Unless of course Obama calls for UN back-up. There are treaty provisions for doing this (see Military Times 5/11/16 – which 

are also there for a time such as this) in which case there will be big trouble. Good men did not stand down in Benghazi.  I 
cannot believe the entire US military would comply with another order to stand down in the face of UN “peacekeepers.” 

As a Christian I pray for an honest election (if Hillary makes it to an election) and peace.  But we should be prepared for the 
opposite; a scary thought made all the more real by General Dunford’s blog. 
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NEW School Prayer 

 

REMEMBER!!!  ONLY YOU can prevent Hillary Clinton!!     by Smoky the Bear

I want to finish this NewsleI want to finish this NewsleI want to finish this NewsleI want to finish this Newsletter by honoring the TRUE HEROEStter by honoring the TRUE HEROEStter by honoring the TRUE HEROEStter by honoring the TRUE HEROES    of America of America of America of America ––––    Our Armed Services!!  Our Armed Services!!  Our Armed Services!!  Our Armed Services!!  
All branches All branches All branches All branches ––––    Army, Army, Army, Army, Navy, AirNavy, AirNavy, AirNavy, Air    Force, Marines,Force, Marines,Force, Marines,Force, Marines,    Coast Guard,Coast Guard,Coast Guard,Coast Guard,    each and every one!!each and every one!!each and every one!!each and every one!! 

They told me the big black Lab's name was Reggie, as I looked at him lying in his pen.  The shelter was clean, “No-Kill”, 

and the people really friendly.  

I'd only been in the area for six months, but everywhere I went in the small college town, people were welcoming and 

open.  Everyone waves when you pass them on the street. 

But something was still missing as I attempted to settle in to my new life here, and I thought a dog couldn't hurt.  Give 

me someone to talk to.  And I had just seen Reggie's advertisement on the local news.  The shelter said they had received 

numerous calls right after, but they said the people who had come down to see him just didn't look like "Lab people," 

whatever that meant.  They must've thought I did. 

But at first, I thought the shelter had misjudged me in giving me Reggie and his things, which consisted of a dog pad, 

bag of toys almost all of which were brand new tennis balls, his dishes and a sealed letter from his previous owner.  

See, Reggie and I didn't really hit it off when we got home.  We struggled for two weeks (which is how long the shelter 

told me to give him to adjust to his new home).  Maybe it was the fact that I was trying to adjust, too.  Maybe we were too 

much alike.  

I saw the sealed envelope.  I had completely forgotten about that. 

"Okay, Reggie," I said out loud, "let's see if your previous owner has any advice."  

To Whomever Gets My Dog: 
Well, I can't say that I'm happy you're reading this, a letter I told the shelter could only be opened by Reggie's 

new owner.  I'm not even happy writing it.  He knew something was different.  
So let me tell you about my Lab in the hopes that it will help you bond with him and he with you.  First, he loves 

tennis balls.  The more the merrier.  Sometimes I think he's part squirrel, the way he hoards them.  He usually 
always has two in his mouth, and he tries to get a third in there.  Hasn't done it yet.  Doesn't matter where you 
throw them, he'll bound after them, so be careful.  

Don't do it by any roads.  
Next, commands.  Reggie knows the obvious ones — "sit," "stay," "come," "heel."  He knows hand signals, 

too:  He knows "ball" and "food" and "bone" and "treat" like nobody's business.  Feeding schedule:  twice a day, 
regular store-bought stuff.  The shelter has the brand.  

He's up on his shots.  Be forewarned: Reggie hates the vet.  Good luck getting him in the car.  I don't know 
how he knows when it's time to go to the vet, but he knows. 
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Finally, give him some time.  It's only been Reggie and me for his whole life.  He's gone everywhere with me, 
so please include him on your daily car rides if you can.  He sits well in the backseat, and he doesn't bark or 
complain.  He just loves to be around people, and me most especially.  

And that's why I need to share one more bit of info with you… His name's not Reggie.  He's a smart dog, he'll 
get used to it and will respond to it, of that I have no doubt.  But I just couldn't bear to give them his real name.  
But if someone is reading this… well, it means that his new owner should know his real name.  His real name is 
"Tank."  Because that is what I drive.  I told the shelter that they couldn't make "Reggie" available for adoption 
until they received word from my company commander.  You see, my parents are gone, I have no siblings, no 
one I could've left Tank with… and it was my only real request of the Army upon my deployment to Iraq, that they 
make one phone call to the shelter… in the "event"… to tell them that Tank could be put up for adoption.  Luckily, 
my CO is a dog-guy, too, and he knew where my platoon was headed.  He said he'd do it personally. And if 
you're reading this, then he made good on his word.  

Tank has been my family for the last six years, almost as long as the Army has been my family.  And now I 
hope and pray that you make him part of your family, too, and that he will adjust and come to love you the same 
way he loved me.  If I have to give up Tank to keep those terrible people from coming to the US I am glad to 
have done so.  He is my example of service and of love.  I hope I honored him by my service to my country and 
comrades.  All right, that's enough.  I deploy this evening and have to drop this letter off at the shelter.  Maybe I'll 
peek in on him and see if he finally got that third tennis ball in his mouth.  Good luck with Tank.  Give him a good 
home, and give him an extra kiss goodnight - every night - from me. 

Thank you, Paul Mallory 

I folded the letter and slipped it back in the envelope.  Sure, I had heard of Paul Mallory.  Everyone in town knew him, 

even new people like me.  Local kid, killed in Iraq a few months ago and posthumously earning the Silver Star when he 

gave his life to save three buddies. 

Flags had been at half-mast all summer.  

I leaned forward in my chair and rested my elbows on my knees, staring at the dog.  "Hey, Tank," I said quietly.  The 

dog's head whipped up, his ears cocked and his eyes bright. 

"C'mere, boy." 

He was instantly on his feet, his nails clicking on the hardwood floor.  He sat in front of me, his head tilted, searching 

for the name he hadn't heard in months. "Tank," I whispered.  His tail swished. 

I kept whispering his name, over and over, and each time, his ears lowered, his eyes softened, and his posture relaxed 

as a wave of contentment just seemed to flood him.  I stroked his ears, rubbed his shoulders, buried my face into his 

scruff and hugged him. 

"It's me now, Tank, just you and me.  Your old pal gave you to me."  Tank reached up and licked my cheek. 

"So whadayasay we play some ball?"  His ears perked again. 

"Yeah?  Ball?  You like that?  Ball?" 

Tank tore from my hands and disappeared into the next room.  And when he came back, he had three tennis balls in his 

mouth. 

If you can read this without getting a lump in your throat or a tear in your eye, you just ain't right. 

"The true soldier fights not because he hates what is in front of him, but because he loves what is behind him."  
~ G.K. Chesterton 

To ALL the veterans, I THANK YOU for your Service to our great County!!  WithWithWithWithoutoutoutout    YOU we would YOU we would YOU we would YOU we would 
have no country!!  have no country!!  have no country!!  have no country!!  WithWithWithWith    YOU we can have the best Country the World has known.  GOD be with you YOU we can have the best Country the World has known.  GOD be with you YOU we can have the best Country the World has known.  GOD be with you YOU we can have the best Country the World has known.  GOD be with you 
as YOU serve the USA and bring you home safe!!!as YOU serve the USA and bring you home safe!!!as YOU serve the USA and bring you home safe!!!as YOU serve the USA and bring you home safe!!! 

If you would like to forward this Newsletter as is on to others – be my guest. 
If you would like to send/submit comments/editorials to the editor – be my guest. 

Send to Sylda’s email:  sylda@gemsandwood.com 

Flint Hills TEA Party contact information: www.flinthillsteaparty.com; fhtp@flinthillsteaparty.com 
or facebook – Flint Hills TEA Party; Manhattan contact – Chris or Larry Tawney or Sylda 

Nichols, editor, email: sylda@gemsandwood.com. Sylda sends the snail mail. Newsletter; Flint Hills 
TEA Party Snail Mail: Flint Hills TEA Party of KS, 1228 Westloop Place, PMB #326, Manhattan, KS 

66502-2840. All donations for the Educational Fund (payable to “Educational Fund”) will also be 
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accepted at this address and is tax deducible or to Flint Hills TEA Party which is not tax deducible. 
Reprinting of this Newsletter may be done in whole, however, copying any part 

requires permission given by the persons listed above. 

    

    


